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This document is a general consensus report from the
college and university teachers who took part in a workshop on
entry-level undergraduate courses in science, mathematics, and
engineering. The workshop was in response to an assessment made by a
Sigma Xi National Advisory Group (bAG) in its 1989 report on
undergraduate education in science, mathematics, and engineering.
That report identified entry-level courses in these areas to be the
"watersheds" that determined the place of science, mathematics, and
engineering in tne lives of those who go to college and determined
the vitality of the academic departments in these disciplines. The
participants in both NAG and the workshop iere selected so as to
achieve Taximum diversity in disciplines, types of academic
institutions, and the U.S. population (including the traditionally
underrepresented). The intent was for these groups to identity and,
to some degree, analyze problems and issues common to multiple
disciplines and multiple types of institutions. Sections 2, 3 and 4
of this report present a collective participant perspective of: (1)

the needs and problems of entry-level students; (2) the role of the
faculty in delineating missions of entry-level courses, initiating
change and bringing about change consistent with those missions; and
(3) the role of institutions and their administrators in facilitating
creative structuring and restructuring of curricula and creative
teaching of entry-leve2 courses. Section 5 deals with the role of
assessment in undergraduate science courses. A list of participants,
section 1 of the Sigma Xi NAG report, abstracts of papers presented
at the workshop, a general education program built arould the concept
of evolution, and partic;?ant initiatives are appended. (KR)
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A workshop of college and university teachers of science,
mathematics and engineering met at Wingspread, Racine, WI, June
21-24, 1990 under the auspices of the Johnson Foundation and the
Division of Undergraduate Science, Engineering, and Mathematics
Education, National Science Foundation Directorate of Education and
Human Resources, to explore ways of serving students in entry-level
courses better, and through tiv students, serving the profssions and
society better.

This general consensus report from the workshop addresses the
participants' perceptions of student needs and problems, and of the role
of faculties, academic institutions and supporting institutions in serving
students better.

Published by: Sigma Xi, The Scientific Research Society
P.O. Box 13975

99 Alexander Drive
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709

Copies may be obtained through the Ptiblication Office at the
above address. The report is not copyrighted.
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99 Alexander Drive, P.O. Box 13975 Research Triangle Park, NC 27709

Tel: (919) 549-4691 Fax: (919) 549-0090

Dr. Luther S. Williams
Assistant Director
Directorate for Education and Human Resources
National Science Foundation
Washington, DC 20550

Dear Dr. Williams:

8 January 1990

We are pleased to transmit to you and our colleagues in the research
and academic communities a report resulting from a Sigma Xi-sponsored
workshop on entry-level courses in science, mathematics, and engineering.
Convened with support from the Foundation, and the cooperation ^f The
Johnson Foundation, the workshop met at the Wingspread Conference Center in
Racine, Wisconsin, on 21-24 June 1990.

In the report that follows, Dr. Anna Harrison, Chair of Sigma Xi's
Committee on Science, Mathematics and Engineering Education, presents the
outcomes and recommendations of a workshop at which college and university
teachers of science, mathematics, and engineering explored appropriate
missions of entry-level courses for undergraduates; these missions were
examined in view of the needs of students, society, and the professions.
More importantly, the report proposes mechanisms to rulfill these missions,
presents recommendations that are well-founded and appropriate, and coura-
geously proposes need4A change in the undergraduate educational system.

Sigma Xi believes that this report is a fair and unbiased presentation
on the major problems in undergraduate education and, in particular, on the
issues involved in entry-level courses. For example, the report demon-
strates a deep understanding of the special problems in undergraduate
education faced by women, minorities, and individuals with physical
disabilities.

As the honor society of research scientists, Sigma Xi has a special
responsibility to 2nsure creative and dynamic growth of the research
community and the attainment of an informed public. We believe that Dr.
Harrison's report is a significant step in identifying fundamental issues
that need to be addressed in order to create a dynamic system of
undergraduate education in science, mathematics, and ongineering that
benefits everyone.

Sigma Xi will continue to pursue its responsibilities in this area.
We look forward in this effort to further discussions with you and with
other leaders concerned with undergraduate education in science,
mathematics, and engineering.

Sincerely yours,

c.14 4e-ee1*

Fredrick H. Shair
President
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"The great challenge in teaching is to engage the student effectively in
structuring and restructuring his or her own mental constructs." (page 10)

"Broadly stated, entry-level courses should provide the foundation that
enables all students to continue their education in science, mathematics and
engineering, both formally and informally." (page 3)

"The primary goal of change is to evolve a more open system qf education
that fosters the continuous evolution of entry-level courses consistent with the

changing needs of students and society and the continuous expansion qf
science, mathematics, engineering and technology." (page 10)

"An institution that .itcourages, supports and rewards creativity in

undergraduate teaching in much the same way it encourages, supports and
rewards creativity in research fosters the synergism of teaching and
research." (page vi)

"The nature and quality of undergraduate entry-level courses can he
influenced, directly or indirectly, by any organization that supports college

and university science, mathematics and engineering in any way and at any
level, or assesses the quality of programs in science, mathematics and
engineering." (pages 19-20)

lv



Findings in Brief

This document is a general consensus report from the college
and university teachers who met June 21-24, 1990, in a workshop on Background
entry-level undewaduate courses in science, mathematics and en-
gineering. The workshop was in response to an assessment made by a
Sigma Xi National Advisory Group (NAG) in its report (1989) on un-
dergraduate education in science, mathematics and engineering. That
report identified entry-level courses in these areas to be the "water-
sheds" that determined the place of science, mathematics and
engineering in the lives of those who go to college and determined the
vitality of the acmlemic departments in these disciplines.

The participants in both NAG and the workshop were selected
to achieve maximum diversity in disciplines (social sciences, natural Participants
sciences, mathematics and engineering), diversity in types of academic
institutions (2-year colleges througji research universities), and the
diversity in the U.S. population including the traditionally under-
represented (women, minorities and persons with physical disabilities).
The intent was for these groups to identify and, to some degree, Problems and
analyze problems and issues common to multiple disciplines and mul- issues
tiple types of institutions the problems and issues not specific to a
discipline and not specific to an institution, or even to a type of institu-
tion. The problems and issues identified are thought to be generic to
higher education in these areas.

We propose that these problems and issues are best addressed
as problems and issues of higher education by the entire undergraduate Higher Education
education complex and others interested

in the nature and quality of undesgaduate education in
science, mathematics and engineering and

in the manner in which education in these areas serves stu-
dents and through the students serves society.

The problems and issues surrounding entry-level courses are
remarkably complex for anything that seems as simple and elementary
as undergraduate entry-level courses. Sections 2, 3 and 4 of this report The Report
present a collective participant perspective of

the needs and problems of entry-level students,

the role of the faculty in delineating missions of entry-level Students
courses, initiating change and bringing about change consistent with Faculty
those missions, and

the role of institutions and their administrators in facilitat-
ing creative structuring and restructuring of curricula and creative institutions
teaching of entry-level courses. This includes not only colleges and

Findings in Brief
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universities but also all of those other institufions that support science,
mathematics =I engineering in any way in colleges and universities
or assess the nancre and quality of undergraduate education in colleges
and universities.

Many changes are taking plaze in attitudes toward and percep-
tions of undergraduate education. Two very significant changes are:

the traditimal concept of education in science, mathe-
Broader Concept matics and engineering as the study of accumulated knowledge is

of Education giving way to a broader concept. reducing the emphasis on accumu-
lated knowledge and expanding the attention given to and experience
with the processes of investigation that are science, mathematics and
engineering, and

much greater value is being plaZ:ed on ready accessibility
Accessibility to all students of meaningful experience with science, mathematics and

engineering.

The confluence of these changes in perceptions and values col-
Dynamic Systems tides with a largely inflexible system of undergraduate education. We

of Education conclude from this that initiatives for change in zntry-level courses
should lead to the development of a dynamic system of undergraduate
education free to respond to changing needs of students and of society,
the expansion of knowledge. and thc development of pedagogical
methodologies and technologies.

By adapting to the needs of students, such a system may be a
much more effective and natural mechanism of recruiting students,
both white males and the traditionally underrepresented (women,
minorities and persons with physical disabilities), to careers in science,
mathematics and engineering than the current practice of endeavoring
to assist students to adapt to the current system of undergaduate
education.

We further propase that key to the development of a dynamic
system of undergaduate education is a faculty that has freedom, sup-
port and reward for creative teaching and for creative structuring and
restructuring of courses. Two possible consequences of this freedom,
support and reward are that fewer faculty may flee from involvement
in entry-level courses and that the counes evolved may be more anrac-
tive to all students, particularly those from groups traditionally
underrepresented.

An institution that encourages, supports and rewards creativity
Synergism of in undergraduate teaching in much the same way it encourages, sup-
TeseNng and ports and rewards creativity in research fosters the synergism of

Research teaching and research. This is a synergism that contributes to the

vi Findings in Brief



quality of research, the quality of education at all levels, the profes-
sional development of the faculty, and the perm:nal and professional
development of bod-. undergraduate and graduate students. It is the
quality of a college's or university's teaching and research together
with the accomplishments of its faculty and students that are major fac-
tors in determining its reputation among its peers and its image within
the community it serves.

To develop and sustain a dynamic system of undervaduate
education may require changes in the infrastructure of colleges and Infrastructure of
universities and also some changes in institutions that eitlxr support or Institutions
assess the performance of colleges and universities. The potential
return in terms of the development of human resources, the participa-
tion of an informed public in the resolution of socktal issues, the
nature and quality of precollege education, and the vitality of academic
departments is both large and essential to the well-being of the nation.

9
Findings in Brief vii



Recommendations

The following recommendations are made by the workshop:

TO ALL CONCERNED ABOUT THE NATURE AND
General QUALITY OF EDUCATION IN SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS AND

Recommendation ENGINEERING AT ANY LEVEL we recommend recognition of the
key roles of entry-level undergraduate courses in producing a
knowledgeable public as weg as educating future scientists, mathe-
maticians, and engineers. We tuge your participation in, or your
support of, initiatives to provide more appropriate entry-level courses.

Sigma Xi

Sigma Xi Chapters
and Clubs

Congress and
NSF

viii

TO SIGMA XI we recommend:

Inclusion of individuals in areas related to education in the
annual Sigma Xi speaker list.

Inclusion of research in education in the Sigma Xi research
grants program.

Expansion of the coverage of education in American
Scientist.

Establishment of an information i.-source center for initia-
tives in entry-level undergraduate teaching.

TO SIGMA XI CHAPTERS AND CLUBS we recommend or-
ganiration of workshops or other activities that enable faculty and
academic administrators to explore critical issues involving entry-level
courses and to plan creative solutions of identified problems.

TO CONGRESS AND THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUN-
DATION we recommend selection and support of programs essential
to building and sustaining dynamic systems of undergraduate educa-
tion accessible to all undergraivates and continuously responsive to
expansions in knowledge, developments in both scientific and
pedagogical methodologies and technologies, changing ntxds of stu-
dents and society, and changing demographics of academic institutions
and the workforce. Such programs include:

Research on how undergraduates think and learn, and on
evaluation of teaching methodologies.

Development of technologies and methodologies ap-
propriate to investigative laboratories and lecture exploration of the
processes of investigation.

Development of entry-level investigative laboratories that
enable students to do science, mathematics and enginmring and to ex-
perience the excitement of discovery.

t Recommendations



Development of entry-level courses for technically
oriented students, and also entry-level courses for general education,
that encompass carefully selected topics from accumulated knowledge
and experience with processes of invegigation. Such courses should
explore the development and use of cemvpts, minimize memolzation
and actively engage the student in learning.

Establishment of an information resource center for entry-
level undergraduate course initiatives.

Support of workshops and conferences that enable facul-
ties an I administrators to exchange information, identify issues and
seek mechanisms of resolving those issues.

TO ADMINISTRATORS OF COLLEGES AND UNIVER-
SITIES we recommend the implementation of policies and practices Colleges and
that create and sustain a dynamic system of undergraduate education in Universities
science, mathematics and engineering that enhances the synergism of
education and research in your institution and makes accessible to all
undergraduates meaningful entry-level coursts. To achieve a dynamic
system of education requites rethinking and revising the content of
courses, the methodologies of teaching and the incentive-support-
reward system for those who teach. We urge that your institution
adequately encourage, support, and reward creative teaching.

TO DEPARTMENT IIFADS IN COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES we recommend implementation of policies and prac- Department Heads
tices that create and sustain entry-level undergraduate courses in
science, mathematics and engineering that are attractive and rewarding
to teach, and accessible and meaningful to all undergraduates. To
achieve such courses requires rethinking and revising the content of
entry-level courses, the methodologies of teaching and the incentive-
support-reward system for those who teach. We urge that your
department adequately encourage, support and reward creative teach-
ing.

TO ADMINISTRATORS OF FOUNDATIONS, GOVERN-
MENT AGENCIES AND CORPORATIONS we recommend Foundations,
evaluation of the total effect of policies and practices of your institu- Government
tion in supporting science, mathematics and engineering in colleges Agencies and
and universities on the policies and prauices of those institutions in Corporations
regard to undergraduate educationparticularly entry-level courses.

Recommendations
1 1
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X

TO PROFESSIONAL SCIENC:i, MATHEMATICS AND
Professional ENGINEERING SOCIETIES we tecommend evaluation of the effect

Societies of the policies and pramices of your society in attracting students to
your profession and enhancing the undergraduate preparation of these
students on the policies and practices of academic institutions in regard
to entry-level courses for technically oriented students and also entry-
level courses for general edtwation.

TO ACCREDITING ORGANIZATIONS we recommend
Accra:RN evaluation of the effect of your policies and practices of accreditation

Organizations on the dynamics of undergaduate educational systems.

1 2
Recommendations



1 The Workshop

This workshop on entry-level undergraduate courses in
science, mathematics and engineering was based on the report of a Background
Sigma Xi National Advisory Group (NAG)1. That report identified
entry-level cou-ses ar, "watersheds" that detemiine not only the place
of science, mathematics and engineering in the lives of those who go to
college, but also the vitality and productivity of undergraduate
progrants in colleges and universities.

The intent of this workshop was to enable a diverse group of
college and university teachers, committed to improving entry-level
undergraduate programs, to explore together

The missions of undergraduate entry-level courses ap-
propriate to modern science, mathematics and engineering,

The contemporary needs of students, the professions and
sok iety, and

Feasible ways (mechanistic options) of fulfilling thost.,
missions.

The participants encompassed the social sciences, natural
sciences, mathematics and engineering; the traditionally under- Participants
represented (women, minorities and persons with physical disabilities);
the spectrum of institutions from two-year colleges to research univer-
sities; and the spectrum of experience from a few years beyond the
graduate degree to the retired. This diversity was achieved by selection
from among self-nominations and nominations made by others in
response to advenisements in Science and The Chnonicle of Higher
Education, and an item in the Sigma Xi Newsletter,

Four invited presentations contrihned to the knowledge base
upon which the deliberations proceeded. A long abstract of each of invited Papers
these presentations is given in Appendix 3.

Two presentations addressed higher order thinking and under-
graduate student learning and reasoning: Higher Order Thinking in

An Exploration of the Nature and Quality of Undergraduate Education in
Science. Mathematics and Engineering, 1989. A copy can be obtained from
Sigma Xi Headquarters by calling 800-243-6534. The first sectice dealing with
the missions of undergraduate programs in science, mathematics and engineer-
ing. and the nature of these disciplines, is reproduced in Appendix 2 of the
present report.

I The Workshop 1

1 3



Mathematics and Other Disciplines, by Alan H. St.',rnfeld2. and Stu-
dent Learning and Reasoning by Jack Lochhead3.

Two described innovative endeavofs in progress: Using New
Pedagogy and Technology to Teach Experience Based Entry-Level
Science, by Priscilla Laws'', and Integrated First-Year Curriculum in
Science, Engineering and Mathematics by Jeffrey E. Froyd5.

A fifth invited preser :lion provided an update on the structure
and undergraduate programs of the National Science Foundation
Directorate of Education and Human Resources: A Report from the
National Science Foundation by Edward W. Ernst6.

More than fifty percent of the workshop was devoted to par-
ticipant discussion in an alternating pattem of small working goups
and plenary sessions. It is the intent of this repon (among other things)
to reflect the participants' search to understand the attitudes, percep-
tions and problems of students; their diligence in enhancing the quality
of their teaching; their commitment in bringing about change and sus-
taining the benefits achieved by change; and their frustrations in
dealing with a highly structured system of education and in securing
support internally and externally for their endeavors.

This report deals with the perspectives of the participants of
Report the current state of entry-level courses and developments that would

better serve the students and through them the pofessions and
society. The next three sections of the report address the student, the
faculty, and the institutional aspects of entry-level courses. The
primary focus is upon the roles of faculties and institutions in deliver-
ing to students educational services appropriate to the continuously
evolving naturc of science, mathematics and engineering and the con-
tinuously evolving needs of students and society.

2

3

4

5

6

Professor of Education and Mathematics, Graduate School of Education, EMST,
University of California, Berkeley.

Director, Scientific Reasoning Research Institute, Hasbrouck Laboratory,
University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

Professor, Department of Physics, Dickinson College.

Msociate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Rose-Hulman In-
stitute of Technolm.

Program Director, Division of Undergraduate Science, Engineering and Mathe-
matics Education, Directorate of Education and Human Resources, National
Science Foundation.

2 1 4 lmeWorkshop



Entry-Level Courses and The Students

For students, entry-level courses in science, mathematics and
engineering are the access mutes to many opportunities. Even though Student Options

students are the only clientele for entry-level courses, they have very
little influence on the design and delivery of these courses. Their only
options are to take a course or not to take it. For many students, either
option may be very costly. Taking a course may doom an inadequately
prepared student to almost certain failure. Not taking the course may
severely limit the student's opportunities even to the extent of forfeit-
ing long-held professional goals.

in this section of the report we explore

A simple model of learning helpful in understanding stu-
dent problems with science, mathematics and engineering,

Some of the aspirations and penzeptions of students, and

Some of the characteristics of entry-level courses that con-
tribute to students' difficulties.

Each student is an individual with a set of perceptions, a set of
mental constructs, that encompasses the world and its cultures as he or The Learning Model
she has encountered and perceived them. New experiences and infor-
mation may be compatible with a student's constructs and easily
incorporated into these constructs. That is the easy part of learning.
However, some new experiences and information will be counter-intui-
tive in terms of a student's constructs. This is the hard part of learning

the challenge of learning. Ways must be found to accommodate this The Challenge of
new experience or information into existing mental constructs or ways Learning
must be found to restructure existing mental constructs.

Counter-intuitive experience or information could be:

Rejected as nonsense, because it is not consistent with ex-
isting mental constructs,

Accepted, knowing (or not knowing) that it is not consis-
tent with existing mental constructs, by structuring an alternate mental
construct, or

Accepted, knowing that it is not consistent with the exist-
ing nwntal constructs, by modifying existing mental constructs to
accommodate the new experience or information.

All of the above are characteristic of active involvement in
learning.

2 Students 3
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In his analysis of longitudinal studies of undergraduate stu-
The 15% Cohort of dents, Kenneth C. Green7 reports that there is a cohort of

HigNy Motivated academically-able wid intellectually motivated students who enter col-
Freshmen lege with genuine interest in the sciences expecting to major in science.

In 1988 this cohort was approximately 15% of all first time entering
freshmen in four-year colleges and universities, In thtse analyses
Green uses the word "science" to encompass the natural sciences,
mathematics ard engineering. Data are not available for the social
sciences. Throughout this report we shall use the phrase 15% cohort to
designate the group of academically-able and intellectually motivated
students who enter college with genuine interest in majoring in
"science" and the phrase 85% cohort to designate all other entering
students.

Green also reports that in recent years only approximately 50%
of the talented and interested cohort of students aspiring to major in
science (the 15% cohort) complete a major in science. The dropout is
particularly troubling since science attracts a disproportionate number
of academically-able freshmen. Much of this huge dropout occurs
before the sophomore year, indicati:.g that many entry-level programs
in science do not compete well for the long-term commitment of half
of the academically-able and intellectually motivated students who
enter college expressing genuine interest in science.

It is important to learn how these students assess their college
experiences with science. Many report the material to be dull, the clas-
ses to be boring, the experience to be unrewarding and the burdens of
memoriaing great quantities of material overpowering. They also
report the laboratories to be dull and the human environment to be im-
personal and in many cases hostile.

What of the 85% cohort of freshmen? This is a very large
The 85% Cohort heterogeneous group. Individual students within the poup may have a

very high level of one or two of the three identifying characteristics
(academic ability, intellectual motivation and interest in majoring) but
not all three. Nearly all of these students will be required to take some
work in science and mathematics in college in support of career goals
or in fulfillment of graduation requirements. Some may major in

7
This work has been reported in a number of places. including Appendix 4 of the
Sigma Xi National Advisory Group Report and "A Prorile of Undergraduatm in
the Sciences," American Scientist, vol. 77, Sept.-Oct., 1989, p. 476.

16
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science, mathematics and engineering but past experience indicates
that very few do. Some of these students are academically-able and
well prepared by their secondary school pmmsto pursue academic
work in science, mathematics or engineering .

This is, however, not characteristic of the group. Many have
had traumatic experiences with precollege science and mathematics.
Many have limiied backgrounds in science and mathematics. Many
will seek the least demanding course(s) to fulfill tequirements without
regard for any benefits that may accrue to them other than fulfilling the
requirements for graduation. It is well to remember that this 85%
cohort includes most of the students who will tewh science and mathe-
matics in the elementary schools and also most of those who will
become the social, economic and political leaders of the nation. To the
extent that these students minimize their education in science, mathe-
matics and engineeriag, their academic institution is failing to fulfill its
mission to serve its students and our society.

h is characteristic of many in this group that they are ap-
prehensive about their abilities and backgrounds, and perceive
themselves as being incapable of doing science, mathematics and en-
gineering. The great majority of these students do not perceive
entry-level courses in these areas as experiences from which they can
derive benefit. As a consequence, they make decisions about their
education that deprive themselves of the empowerment inherent in a
background in these areas, and also deprive the nation of rich human
resources in many areas. This is particularly true for females, the poor
and members of cultural minorities. These students see little positive
relation of science, mathematics and engineering to their own lives.
They suffer from scientific and technological illiteracy and are prone to
be a part of that large segment of the public alienated by science, math-
ematics, engineering and technology.

We turn now to a consideration of two characteristics of entry-
level courses that add credence to the litany of student woes. The Characteristics of
quantity of material that must be memorized may be honendous. The EntntLevel Courses
human environment is frequently impersonal and it may be hostile.

Many entry-level courses are devoted almost exclusively to the

8
it is these students that are the focus of the Sheila Tobias study They' re Not
Monb,They' re Daerent: Skdking the Second Tier supported arid published by
The Researth Corporation (1990).

2 Students 1 7 5



Design of Courses

for the 15% Cohort

6

presentation of accumulated knowledge with very little attention beng
given to the processes of investigations that are science, mathematics
and engineering. Students frequently come face to face with the tyran-
ny of knowledge the great quantity of accumulated knovler:Age
crammed into a course and the concomitant tyranny of testing. In
such courses there may be very littfr. to encourage or enable students to
discover the nature of science, mathematics and engineering, or the ex-
citement of investigation, or the relation of science, mathematics and
engineering to their own lives. The impression may even be given that
science, mathematics and engineering air static bodies of knowledge
to be memorized.

In the preceding paragraph "accumulated knowledge" is used
in the collective sense to include the data base (empirical knowledge),
concepts (theories, models, principles, derivations, proofs), and the
methodologies and algorithms of the various disciplines. Some of this
is of historical value ani fascinating from the standpoint of historical
development although not directly relevant to current problems and
issues. The compulsion to overload courses is very strong and well
motivated.

In many disciplines, the entry-level courses have been
designed for students who expect to major in that discipline, even
though it is quite clear that only a very small percentage of the students
taking the courses expect to major in that discipline. The great majority
of students are there to support other professional goals or to fulfill dis-
tributive graduation requirements. Traditionally, again in some
disciplines, such courses are designed to move the most able and most
committed into tiz major sequence with an extensive body of
knowledge and command of an array of calculational and laboratory
techniques. Such courses are designed to be a pan of major sequences.
It is not thought to be necessary that these courses be balanced units
within themselves. It is expected that students can discover later how
exciting the processes of investigation are and also discover the rela-
tion of the discipline to other disciplines and to their own lives.

The intent to move the most able and most committed into the
major sequence has very significant consequences. Entry-level courses
are quality control mechanisms to remove the less able and the less
committed. That coupled with the high emphasis on quantity of
knowledge rewards the student willing to memorize. This is a
mechanism that may also eliminate some very innovative students who
enjoy making-do with whatever is at hand in solving problems and
who are not enamored of memorization. Such a mechanism makes the
system seem very cold, even hostile, to students.
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What of the entry-level courses for the 85% cohort? Univer-
sities provide an array of service courses and other courses that satisfy The 85% Cohort
general education requirements. These may be pale copies of the entry-
level courses for maims or specially designed topic courses frequently
designed around societal issues. Colleges, on the ottwr hand, with
smaller and more homogeneous student bodies may offer only one
entry-level course in a discipline.

It is indeed a challenge to serve students who arrive in colkge
programmed for either flight from or disaster with science, mathe- Barriers to Shrient
matics and engineering by Success

Their alienation to science, mathematics and engineering,

Their perceptions of their own abilities, and

Their mental and cultural constructs that are limited and
frequently incompatible with the new experiences and information in-
herent in the college experimice.

One of the great barriers to success in college is the array of
misconceptions that students bring with them. In the opening lecture of
the workshop, Alan H. Schoenfeld delineated common misconceptions
of mathematics and problem solving:

There is only cwe way to do it.

Mathematics is passed out from above to be memorized.

Mathematics is a solitary activity.

All soluble problems can be solved in five minutm.

Formal proof has nothing to do with real problems.

Such misconceptions must be identified and addressed directly.

Many students have yet to discover that colleges and univer-
sities, at their best, f. re environments in which seeking, questioning and
learning are expected to be the norm for both students and faculty. As a
consequence they may place false pressures on themselves and on the
faculty. They fail to recognize that to not know and to ask questions is
to learn, not to exhibit stupidity. By not asking questions students cut
themselves off from help. Very intelligent students may never become
engaged in the learning process and as a consequence may even fail.

The presentation of accumulated knowledge, important as that
may be, is not in itself adequate to meet the needs of many students.
Students must be enabled to become engaged in learning.
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3 Faculty

Faculty desigp, develop and deliver the entry-level educaticmal
Role of FIculty services of a college or university within the structure and practices of

their institution. This section reports the collective participant perspec-
tive of the manner in which these educational services could better
serve students, and through them, the departments, the institutions, the
professions and the public.

The participants were well aware of the problems associated
Attitudes, with entry-level muses and many have made substantial commit-

Perspectives and ments of time and enemy in bringing about change in their own
Values institutions (Appemlix 5). They recognized attitudes, perceptions and

values of the past as key to the current state of entry-level courses.
Recent changes in attitudes, perspectives and values were seen as key
to the potential willingness of academic communities to reassess entry-
level courses and initiate significant change. These new and evolving
perspectives make the present time particularly auspicious for the in-
itiation and development of changes in entry-level courses.

Consistent with this evolving awareness the word "values" was
added to one of the seven fundamental topics9 identified by the Na-
tional Advisory Group. That topic, "Attitudes, Perspectives and Values
of Students, Faculties, Administrations and the Public" was ever
present during discussions at the workshop and considered by this
workshop to be the most important of the seven fundamental topics
that should be addressed in charting policy for undergraduate educa-
tion. We shall mum repeatedly to various aspects of this topic.

The mission statement of the National Advisory Group (Ap-
Passions of pendix 2) for undergraduate eckwation in science, mathematics and
Entry-Level engineering was accepted by the participants as a starting point for

Courses consideration of entry-level courses. Broadly stated, entry-level cour-
ses should provide a foundation that enables all students to continue
their education in science, mathematics and engineering both formally
and informally. For those specializing in technical areas, this would in-

9

8

The seven fundamental topics identified by the Nafional Advisory Group were:
Quality of Instniction; Quality of the emiculum; Quality of the Human En-
vimnment; Quality of the Physical Environment; Accessibility and Flexibility of
Cunicula Essential for Student Mobility; Attitudes and Perceptions of Students,
Faculties, Administrations, and the Public; and Promises and Special Needs of
Traditionally Underrepresented Groups in Science, Mathematics and Engineer-
ing.
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elude more advanced courses. For other students, this could mean ad-
mission to upper class courses for general education or it could mean
continuing education through mechanisms such as die mass media
throughout their life spans.

There was, however, a sense of need for a more detailed
delineation of mission arising from an appreciation

Of how little many entrance level students, even well
prepared students, understand about the nature of science, mathematics
and engineering; the ielation of these areas to their own lives; and the
personal empowerment inherent in education in these areas,

Of how strongly alienated many entrance level students are
from science, mathematics, engineering and technology and how
.rongly convinced they are that they cannot do science, mathematics

and engineering, and

Of how probable it is that an entry-level course may be the
last academic experience a student will have with these ars.

Essentially the entire student population is involved and the
detailed mission statement reflects the faculty perception of the manner
in which entry-level courses can serve all students and through them
society. These detailed missions include encouraging and enabling all
students to begin

To develop command of carefully chasen topics from ac-
cumulated knowledge,

To understand science, mathematics and engineering as
processes of investigation as ways of knowing,

To have hands-on experience with investigations and to
discover the joy and satisfaction of discovery,

To discover the aesthetics and human dimensions of
science, mathematics, engineering and technology,

To discover they can understand aspects of science. mathe-
matics and engineering,

To understand the powers and limitations of science, math-
ematics and engineering,

To discover and appreciate the influence of science, math-
ematics, engineering and technology on our lives,

To understand the synergisms among science disciplines
and the synergisms among science, mathematics and engineering,

To understand the mechanisms through which the public
influences, even determines, the direction and rate of development of
science, mathematics, engineering, and technology, and

To understand the personal empowerment, from the
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standpoint of employment and also from the standpoint of personal
community leadership, inherent in an academic background in science,
mathematics and engineering.

The rigidity of cunent academic prxtices in engineering,
mathematics and many xientific disciplines make it difficult, if not
impossible, to implement these missions. This rigidity is exemplified
by the text books that sell well for entry-level chemistry courses. AU of
these books are very much alike. All are overpowering in content,
physical dimensions and mass. In many disciplines entry-level courses
most commonly made available to sumients have become highly

stereotyped.

We can only speculate about the source of such a high resis-
The Tyrarmy of tance to change in fields that are perhaps the most rapidly expanding

Sterecdyped fields of endeavor in the world with conesponding rapid expansions in
Curricula accumulated knowledge. One factor is certainly the tyranny of

knowledge a tyranny &rived from the compulsion to cram so much
accumulated knowledge into each course. The pressure of accumulated
knowledge has squeezed out much of the pleasure and excitement of
learning. It also has squeezed out the freedom essential to innovation
and creative experimentaticm in curricular _development and in teach-
ing. We now have the tyranny of stereotyped curricula Taken together,
the tyranny of knowledge and the tyranny of stereotyped curricula have
greatly diminished the intellectual challenge and the excitement of
both teaching and learning. Both teaching and learning often become
dull chores and consequently deemed unworthy of personal endeavor.

The primary goal of change is to evolve a more open system of

Goal of Change education that fosters the continuous evolution of entry-level courses
consistent with the changing needs of students and society and the con-
tinuous expansion of science, mathematics, engineering and
technology.

The great challenge in teaching is to engage the student effec-
Challenge In tively in structuring and restructuring his or her own mental constructs.

Teaching The magnitude of the chalknge in teaching entry-level courses is en-
hanced by the diversity of the students diversity in such things as
interest in the subject, perceived congruence or dis-congruence of the
subject with his or lwr cultural values, perceived relevance of the sub-
ject to his or her future, attirude toward science and mathematics in
general, assessment of the adequacy of his or her preparation, assess-
ment of the time and energy he or she can or is willing to invest in the
course, and assessment of his or her capacity to be successful in the
course. Such diversity in students argues for diversity in tiv ap-
proaches used in teaching entry-level courses.

()2
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Compulsion to present a maximum amount of acctunulated
knowledge fosters the presentation of an impeccably organized body of Incorporation of
knowledge even to the extent of essentially negketing the processes of Accumulated
investigation that are science, mathematics and engineering, and al- Knowledge and
most presenting concepts as facts to be memmized. A concem for the Processes of
active participation of the student in his or her learning fosters the care- investigation
ful selection of manageable portions of accumulated knowledge and
the utilization of approaches that enable the student to explore the
processes of science, mathematics and engineering, to develop con-
cepts and to build constructs essential to continued learning. Tests
appropriate to coment oriented courses reward memorizatico; tests ap-
propriate to investigation oriented courses reward understanding of
process and concepts.

The search is on to learn how to use existing methodologies,
develop other methodologies and devise courses that enable students to Methodologies of

master carefully chosen porticos of accumulated knowledge and also Teaching

to become involved in the processes of investigajon.

Lecturing can be, and often is, a superb methodology for
presenting knowledge. It is probably mast effective with stucknts who Lectures
are already engaged in active learning, who are expetienced in effec-
tively structuring and restructuring their own mental calstructs, and
who have developed the habits of questioning, probing and correlating.
But the traditional formal lecture, particularly one loaded with the
presentation of facts to be memorized, isn't effective with many stu-
dents. That argues for enhancing lectures with experiments and lecture
demonstrations, for utilizing camputer-video techniqics to simulate or
model experiments, and for using some lectures or portions of lectures
for sessions devoted to formulating questions and formulating
strategies to solve the problems posed.

The sciences and engineering are particularly fortunate in
having laboratories associated with many of their courses, including Laboratories
entry-level courses. These laboratories can offer many opponunities
for hands-on, active learning, for discovery, and for the thrill of finding
that one can rapidly develop command of quantitative methodologies.
The best laboratoty programs can stimulate science and engineering
students like no other single methodology. But the potential for
laboratories has often been several levels above the usual practice, and
entry level courses have often had pedestrian, cookbook laboratories
that have contributed to the student flight from scierve. The challenge,
both in the lecture hall and in the laboratory, is to use the various
methodologies, to use the new as well as the tried and true tech-
nologies to capture the interest and stimulate the development of our
students in all our entry-level courses.
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There are a multiplkity of other ways to engage students in ac-
Actively Engaging tive learning. These include collaborative learning situations;

Students appropriate utilization of amtemporary technology; projection of
science, mathematics and engineering as human endeavors; sketching
phenomena and building models; constniction of qualitative ctmcepts
before addressing the quantitative; exploration of the concrete before
reaching out to the abstract; assessment of progress with immedintr-
feed-back to students; confreanation of misconceptions; remediation;
repetition; counseling and mentoring. The first three of the above
collaborative learning, use of modern technoloa and investigative
laboratories are explored further in the following pages.

During the workshop, Jack Lochhead demonstrated collabora-
Collaborathre tive learning by involving all participants, working in groups of two, in

Learning the solution of simple problems. It became immediately evident that
the work could be structured in such a way that each participant has the
experience of formulzting and articulating questions, and the ex-
perience of formulating and articulating responses to questions. The
ground rules were very simple. One of the pair assumed the roles of
reading and answering questions, talking aloud throughout; the other
assumed the role of asking questions. With the next problem the roles
reversed. What a wonderful way for individuals to explore problem
solving and at the same time explore their own mental constructs and
confront nusconceptions in a friendly environment.

Uri Treisman, Swanhmore College and the University of
California Berkeley, reports success with students considered to be at
risk in entry-level calculus by combining work in small groups with
traditional lectures. The students register for the regular calculus COUTSC
and also for a sclxduled laboratory that meets for a two hour session
twice a week. These laboratories are devoted to the investigation of
problem solving with the students working in small groups under the
supervision of a competent mathematician who understands how to
select appropriate problems and Nsist small groups in their investiga-
tions of problem solving. This extension of time-on-task, working in
small groups under supervision, enables students to have experience in
doing mathematics and to recoup in part the deficit in problem solving
experienced during the precollege years. The essential characteristics
of collaborative leaming are scheduled Periods of working in small
groups with other students on common problems in a supportive en-
vimnment.

Priscilla Laws very effectively demonstrated the use of modem
Modern Technology technology to introduce qualitative concepts and quantitative analyses.

Using a sonar detector and a microcomputer set up with data process-
ing and overhead projection capability, she demonstrated an
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exploration of the linear motion of a "student" walking towani and
away from the detector. Graphs of position and speed were displayed
in real time, directly cnarting the student's movements.

Investigative laboratories are essential to the discovery of the
nature of science, mathematics and engimering; the excitement of kwestigative
doing science, mathematics and engineering; and the powers and Laboratories
limitations of these areas of intellectual endeavors. Such laboratories
are in marked contrast to laboratories fiequently made available to
many entry-level students. Here, too, we are confronted frequently by
stereotyped laboratory programs dealing with the acquisition of techni-
ques, routine observations and cookbook exercises. Such laboratories
provide drill not experience in investigation or in problem solving.
To introduce change in laboratories is a challenge. The current system
of laboratory instruction in many courses requires minimum planning
and supervision. Investigative laboratories are difficult to develop and
to supervise. Such laboratories fully involve not only the students but
also those who teach them. The effon to develop them is justified by
the recopition that many current laboratories divert many high poten-
tial students to other fields. Investigative laboratories are very
significant investments in the development of human resources. From
such laboratories students derive many of the pleasures and benefits
characteristic of undergraduate research.

It is highly desirable for students to derive satisfaction from
what they are doing and take pride in what they are accomplishing. It is Satisfa gm and
quite possible for a student to make an A in a course and neither derive Pride
satisfaction nor take pride in his or her accomplishment even in an
honors course. Among the best students many are more interested in
the comments written on a paper than they are in the grade.

The participants agreed that the missions delineated for entry-
level courses were applicable to all types of academic institutions, but Selection of
that the choice of course structures and methodologies used in teaching Methodologies
should be matters of local choice. Any method of teaching can be used
inappropriately: no method is optimal for all students all of the time. A
given methodology may be more appropriate for some mixes of stu-
dents than for others. Interest and effectiveness are enhanced by using
a variety of methodologies appropriate to the course material, student
mix, instructor and institution. A multiplicity of approaches within a
course can provide richer experiences for all students. Even ex-
perienced teachers must have assistance in learning new teaching
methodologies. Teaching assistants, in panicular, need support in gain-
ing command of these new methodologies.

3 Faculty 13
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The participants at the workshop considered both disciplinary
(*id PINY vs and inter-disciplinary courses to be appropriate entry-level.courses. In

Inhy-DiscWary either case, it is important that students have the opportunity to develop
Courses and an understanding of the synergisms among scientific disciplines and

Progrens also the synergisms among science, mathematics and engineering. No
discipline is an entity unto itself. Disciplinary courses can be presented
from an interdisciplinary point of view. Tmly inter-disciplinary, as
compared to multi-disciplinary, courses and programs are very attrac-
tive educatimally. They do, however, demand a high level of
collaboration to develop and may be fragile to sustain or transport to
other institutions. Such courses are highly &pendent on the talents and
interests of the faculty who develop and sustain them.

Invited papers (Appendix 3) presented at the workshop provi&
Examples an example of a single entry-level physics course for majors and for

general education at Dickinson College, and also an example of a 12-
credit inter-disciplinary program in science, mathematics and
engineering required of all freshmen engineering students at Rose-Hul-
man Institute. A backgrourai paper distributed before the workshop
provides an example of a six-quarter inter-disciplinary general educa-
tion sequence built around the concept of evolution in the natural
world (Appendix 4).

One aspect of interdisciplinary courses not adequately dis-
cussed during the workshop was the wide array of combinations
involving the social sciences with ewh caller and with biological scien-
ces, physical sciences, mathematics and engineering. Various
combinations of these have great potential in courses built around
societal issues.

The support of innovation and the transport of successful cour-
ses within institutions and to other institutions are addressed further in
Section 4.

We now turn to a topic of great concern to many workshop
Yak** In participants. This topic is the transmission of values to students by

Entty-Level COMMIS word or deed, either by deliberate intent or inadvertently, during the
course experience.

Internal to science, mathematics and engineering an allay of
practices have evolved that ensure the integrity of these disciplines and
respect for the couributions of others. These practices ate encom-
passed in the processes of investigation that are science, mathematics
and engineering, and the steps taken in all scholarly work to insure the
protection of intellectual property. The valuos upon which they are
based are an essential pan of education, including entry-level courses.
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Other value issues of particular concern have to do with the
projection of personal values by faculty members to students. Certainly
the projection of personal values such as respect and concern for the
developnvnt of students as individuals, a willinwiess to help, a dedica-
tion to intellectual pursuits, and a sense of feirness in asse5sing student
work are an essential part of good teaching and a supportive human en-
vironment. TIvre can be, however, a down side to the projection of
some personal values by some faculty in the classroom Examplcs:
There is great danger in the projectice of values that underlie the act of
demeaning perceived chasacteristics such as ability, achievement,
motivation, commitment and professional goals of an individual stu-
dent or an identifiable group of students stwh as women, minorities and
persons with physical disabilities. There ate also negative consequen-
ces to the self-glorrication of one's own field and profession through
the debasing of other fields and careers. The projection of such values
can be as subtle as ignoring the individual or group, the tone of voice
used, the questions asked and the time allowed for a response to a
question. Such actions are detrimental to those demeaned; they teach
or legitimize the "negative" values of the fwulty member. Values
projected in the classroom should be consistent with the values that un-
derlie the missions of undergraduate education. As the mission of
undergraduate education evolves from an almost complete focus on
"selecting and advancing the most competent and most committed" to
a focus on "encouraging and enabling all students to have a meaningful
educational experience" we become increasingly concerned about the
projection of values in the classroom that are not consistent with en-
couraging and enabling an students.

Other value issues arise in the consideration of the impact of
technological options on the quality of life and the quality of the en-
vironment. These are very complex issues and students should come to
understand that the expertise of scientists, mathematicians and en-
gineers is essential in technological innovation and also in the
evaluation of the probable benefits and burdens (risks) inherent in the
implementation of that technological innovation. Students should also
come to understand that the decision to allow or not to allow the im-
plementation of a technological option is a value judgment. In a
democratic society, value judgments having to do with the quality of
life and the quality of the environment we the prerogative of the public
and the surrogates of the public (those elected by the public and those
appointed by those elected). This is, of course, one of tlw reasons there
is so much concern about the level of scientific and technological
literacy of the public. It is very important that individuals ate capable
of undertanding technical issues sufficiently to make decisions consis-
tent with their values.
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Teaching an entry-level course effectively requires an under-
More Than standing of the nature of science, mathematics and engineering as well
Techrdcal as technical competence. It also requires an understanding of the rela-

Competence tion of these intellectual endeavors to society and its needs. Teaching is
a creative enterprise essential to the development of human resources.
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Institutions

Administrations of colleges and universities delineate the
parameters within which their itspective college or university provides Colleges and
undergraduate educational services, including entry-level courses, to Universities

their students. Policies and practices of colleges and universities

I ) Are derived from the attitudes, perceptions and values of
administrators, and faculty, and

2) Are dependent upon the actions taken by

a) Accrediting organizations in delineating academic
standards,

b) Local, state and national governmenN in making ap-
propriations, and

c) Foundations, corporations and government age..icies in
making grants and contracts in support of science, mathematics and
engineering in colleges and universities.

All of the above will be addressed here in terms of bringing
about change for the better in entry-level courses and sustaining the
benefits of change.

Individual faculty members can promote change within exist-
ing courses, promote the development of new courses to meet Bringing About
identifiable needs, and participate in the implementation of such initia- Change
lives within their institutions. Such activities are dependent upon the
support of their academic institutions and an array of private and public
institutions.

As difficult as it is to initiate change and bring abcnit change in
courses, it is progressively more difficult to bring about change in Barriers to Change
departments, academic institutions and the national educational stnic-
lure. There are serious barriers: denial of the need to change,
resistance to change, lack of institutional commitment, diffidence of
faculty about personal capacities to adapt, and lack of faculty commit-
ment to change. Eveli under the most favorable conditions, faculty and
teaching assistants will require support in adjusting to new concepts
and developing new skills.

It will be even more difficult to institutionalize the benefits Institutionalization of
brought about by the current flurry of activities. Concerns about the the Benefits of
transportability of promising innovative programs within an institution Change

4 Institutions 17
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andiur to other institutions may obscure the necessity for other more
important transfers. These transfers are the diffusion of evolving at-
titudes, perceptions and values that are the bases of the innovations,
and the diffusion of changing concepts of education and methodologies
of teaching.

We agree with the comment of Michael LaBarbera concerning
Transportability of the natural science sequence at the University of Chicago, "We would

kmovative be pleased if this sequence were taken as a model by other institutions,
Programs but by no means encourage its trxisplantation; the strengths of the

faculty at each institution should be taken into account in any attempt
to design an analogous integrated sequence" (Appendix 4). It may be
that some courses should not have lifetimes beyond the interests of the
faculty and students who were a pan of their creation. Such courses
make substantial contributions to the intellectual climate of the institu-
tions and are the essence of a dynamic system of education. Other
courses will have long continuously evolving lifetimes.

Resource Center

18

If it is natural for a program to be transported from one institu-
tion to another, the transfer should, of course, be encouraged. The
probability for a successful transport is greatest for institutions that are
well matched in terms of the composition and interests of the students,
and the interests and strengths of the faculties. Ideally faculty members
of the acceptor institution should have the opportunity to work with the
donor group.

We suggest that for agencies and foundations to set wide
transportability as a goal in funding entry-level course developments
may oe self-defeating. Such a heavy burden on the initiators may doom
the project to the production of a course less appropriate to the
initiators' institution(s) and not really appropriate for wide transpor-
tability. The interests and strengths of the faculty in each institution are
extremely important. We also suggest that successful approaches to
curricula development for precollege education in sciences and mathe-
matics may not be good models for the development of undergraduate
education and could be counter-productive.

There is a real need for a resource caner for entry-level course
research and course initiatives. Some teachers seek programs they can
adapt. Others involved in course development seek to identify faculty
involved in similar innovative enikavors. There will be a continuing
need for such a center. We are not going to do research on learning and
develop better entry-level courses and be done with it any more
than we are going to do research and development in sciences, mathe-
matics and engineering and dwn be done with such research and
development. Teaching and research are both processes with con-
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tinuously evolving methodologies and changing foci.

Long term vitality of undergraduate education, including entry-
level courses, is best insured by infrastructures of colleges and
universities that

Extend to the faculty the freedom tl be experimental in Infrastructures of
their approach to teaching,

Provide the support essential to develop new programs,

Provide the resources necessary to teach, and

Colleges and
Unhrersities

Reward adequately creative teaching.

Educational programs within such infrastructures can be ex-
pected to be self-correcting in much the sanw way research is
self-correcting. Teaching can again become an exciting, creative en-
deavor that attracts faculty at all academic ranks. Students and junior
faculty will both have the benefit of the experience and perspective of
talented senior faculty. Academic institutions will be recognized for
academic programs that produce inquisitive and imaginative graduates
as well as for research programs that are creative and effective in

producing knowledge. The ideal is a faculty made up of individuals
who derive satisfaction fmm and take pride in their involvement in
both teaching and research. An essential part of monitoring the effec-
tiveness of the infrastructure of an institution in making education in
science, mathematics and engineering education accessible to all un-
dergraduates is periodic assessments of the student experience with
entry-level courses through exit interviews.

The challenge to colleges and universities is to ckvelop in-
frastructures that insure a dynamic system of undergraduate education.
With such a system the probability of again having stereotyped cur-
ricula is greatly diminished. Just exactly what tramsformations in
infrastructure would be required of the institution involved is by no
means clear. If sufficient numbers of faculty, academic administrators,
leaders of supporting institutions and representatives o ' the public an,
committed to bringing about a quiet evolution toward a dynamic sys-
tem of undergraduate education, it undoubtedly can be done. It is
essential that undergraluate education, including entry-level courses,
becomes a dynamic system consistent with the expansion of
knowledge, the changing demographics of our colleges and univer-
sities and the needs of society.

The nature and quality of undergraduate entry-level courses
can be influenced, directly or indirectly, by any organization that sup-
ports college and university science, mathematics and engineering in
any way at any level, or assesses the quality of programs in science,

Challenges to
Ccileges and
Universities

Suppoding
Instftutions
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The Challenge to

SuPPorling
lnstlhdlons

mathematics and engineering. This includes grant and contract
programs in education and in research, appropriations, accreditation
programs, and even recruitment programs. The types of organizations
involved include private foundations; corporations; local, state and na-
tional governments and their agencies; professional societies; and
accrediting organizations. Colleges and universities are strongly de-
pendent upon these institutions.

Our primary concern is that the administrators of these institu-
tions may not be aware of the cumulative effect the policies and
practices of their institution have on the nature and quality of some-
thing so seemingly simple and remote as undergraduate entry-level
courses. It is highly probable that administrators, as individuals, would
support the missions for undergraduate education and entry-level cour-
ses delineated in this report. The policies and practices of some
institutions also support the fulfillment of these missions but the side
effects of the policies and practices of some others may be diametrical-
ly opposed. In the long run, some of the cumulative consequences of
their practices may be contrary to the intent.

Examples: Accreditation programs may narrowly define an
elite and condemn that elite to the pursuit of the technicalities of the
discipline without the benefits of a broad perspective of science, math-
ematics and engineering. The manner in which research is supported
may negate the value and creativity involved in teaching and the
development of human resources. Research fellowships that free
graduate students from teaching may deprive those students of the ac-
quisition of a broad perspective of science, mathematics and
engineering, and also deprive them of the opportunity to develop com-
petence and confidence in their capacities to teach.

The challenge to institutions that support science, mathematics
and engineering in any fashion is to examine the long-term effects of
their policies and practices on undergraduate education. Entry-level
courses, in particular, are essential to the development of an informed
public, precollege science and mathematics teachers, and a technically
competent work-force as well as the scientists, mathematicians and en-
gineers who will become the leaders in the extension of knowledge.
and development of new technologies.

3 2
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Assessment

Entry-level courses are an integral pan of the development of a
system of undergraduate education in science, mathematics and en-
gineering that

Is dynamic,

Serves all undergraduate students well and through these
students serves society well, and

Fosters continued learning throughout the lifespan of these
students.

The first characterizes a system of education that adapts readi-
ly to change, such as the expansion of knowledge, tlw development of
new technologies, changing needs of students, changing demographics
of colleges and universities, and changing societal needs. The second is
essential to the rkvelopment of students as individuals and the
development of human resources. The third is an investment in adult
scientific literacy and the involvement of an informed public in the
resolution of societal issues.

We take the positron that it is a role of initiatives in the
development of entry-level undergraduate courses to contribute to a
system of undergraduate education that has these charixteristics.

To achieve these characteristics at least two fundamental topics
should be addressed in establishing policy for the development of
entry-level courses in science, mathematics and engineering:

A concept of entry-level courses in which entry-level cour-
ses are accessible and rewarding to a high proportice of undergraduate
students, and

The identification and overcoming of barriers to creative
structuring and teaching of entry-level courses.

Both of these topics have been discussed at some length in the
preceding sections of this report. The first, a concept of entry-level
courses which air accessible, is in marked contrast to the common
practice in so= disciplines of using entry-level courses as a quality
control mechanism to exclude all but the most academically-able and
the most committed from the pursuit of a major. Tlw secced, the iden-
tification and overcoming of barriers to creative structuring and
teazhing of entry-level courses, has been explored in terms of the
tyranny of knowledge (the compulsion to cram excessive quantities of
accumulated knowledge into an entry-level course), the tyranny of
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stereotyped curricula (the excessive conformity of courses to the same
content and methodologies of teaching) and the infra-structures of in-
stitutions that discourage creative restructuring of courses and creative
approaches to teaching.

It is quite possible that the rigidity of the current system of un-
dergraduate education is responsibk, at least in part, for the flight of so
many faculty members from teaching entry-level courses and is also
responsible, in pan, for the difficulty of =railing students, including
those from uaditionally undeneptesented groups (women, minorities
and ',mons with physical disabilities) into science, mathematics and
engineering. Instead of expecting individuals, either faculty or stu-
dents, to adapt to a rigid and somewhat archaic system of education, it
is tir e the system does more of the adapting. One step in this adapta-
tion s marketing to snxients the concept that an understanding of and a
background in science, mathematics and engineering are empower-
ment. Each course beyond the entry-level course contributes to
building a significant edge in activities such as business, management,
elementary school teaching, politics, communications and community
involvement.

Recommendations from the workshop are given on pages viii-x.
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Appendix 2
Section 1 Of The Sigma Xi National Advisory
Group Report

An Exploration of the Nature and Quality of Undergraduate Education in
Science, Mathematics and Engineering

MISSIONS OF UNDERGRADUATE
EDUCATION IN SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS
AND ENGINEERING

Undergraduate programs cal.% in order to provide environments that en- Missions
courage and enable siudents to accomplish something. These "somethings" are
the missions of the programs. Just exactly what these missions arc depends upon
the perceptions of academic administrators and departmental faculty members of
factors such as I) the needs and goals of students and 2) the needs and goals of
S(xiety.

Undergraduate missions of departments of science, mathematics and en-
gineering include encouraging and enabling undergraduate students:

I) to pursue careers:

a) in science, mathematics, engineering and reVed endeavors;

b) in %I:boo] (K-12) wiencv and mathematics educatirmi; and

c) in scientific and technological aspects of law, mass communications and
management;

2) to discover the nature of scierre, mathematics and engineering;

3) to discover the aeghetic and human dimensions of science, mathematics, en-
gineering and technology (the order and beauty of many natural systems and
many products of technology, the ingenuity of the human mind in creating models
to rationalize the properties of systems and in creating technological options for
the production of goods and services and the resolution of societal issues); and

4) to become informed participants in the democratic processes through which
value-laden issues involving science, mathematics, engineering and technology
are resolved.

Practices in science, engineering and mathematics education indicate
that thow who develop curricula and teaching materials, those who teach, and
those who structure examinatices may at times lose track of what science, en-
gineering and mathematics are.

Science is a process of investigating phenomenaphysical, biological,
behavioral, social, economic and political phenomena.

The Nature of
Science
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The Nature of

Pmcess, as used here, is an inclusive tem encompassing..

The selection of the phenomenon to be investigated.

The selection or development of an appropriate methodology.

The selectkm or development of appopriate insinimentanon,

The dehneation of an agtropriate protocol (procedure),

The execution of the protocol and the collection of data,

The reduction of data and the assessment of the uncertainty of the
results,

The correlation of the results with existing knowledge, and

The analysis of the theoretical implicatitms of the results.

Any phencencnon for which methodology and insinunentation can be
developed and validated is within the domain of science (the meess). Science as
a process of investigation of phenomena is frequently alluded to as "wience as a
way of knowing."

The legacy of science, the process of investigation of phenomena, is a
Scientific Knowledge body of scientific knowledge consisting of:

The Nature of
Engineering

The Nature of
Engineering
Knowledge

A data base,

An array of methodologies,

An anay of concepts, and

An array of theories and models.

Many issues cemeerning curricula have to do with the relative weighting
given in various courses to I) the process of investigatitni of phenomena, and 2)
the body of scientific knowledge and, within the time allotted to the body of
scientific knowledge, the relative weighting given to a) data bases, b)
methodologies, c) concepts and d) theories and models.

Similarly, engineering is the process of investigating how to solve
problems such as making a plastic cup that meets delineated specifications, or
designing and building a communication satellite that meets delineated perfor-
mance requirements, or designing and instituting police services that meet
specified needs of a given community. In each case the first sup in the process is
accepting the problem and the fmal step is validating that the product, process or
service meets all of the specifications and perfcans the required function.

The legacy of engineering, the process of invegigating how to solve en-
gineering problems, is a body of engineering knowledge consiming of a data !yaw,
an array of methodologies, an array of concepts, and an array of theories and
models.

Although there are many parallels between science and engineering, the
goals of scieme and engineering are fundamentally different. Science is the
process of investigating phenomena with the goal of crezing understanding; en-
gineering is the process of problem-solving with the goal of creating a poduct,
device, facility or system, subject to constraints such as economics, safety, aeS-
thetics, and environmental impact.
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Tremendous changes dining the past tv.cnty-five years in iiow mathe-
matics is done have imposed upon mathematicians the necessity so rethink the
nature and the definition of mathematical science. ibday, mathematical science is
defined loosely as the science of paileMS. The mle of patterns in mathematics is
by no intlins new. Newton perceived patterns in astronomkal data, formulated
principles consistent with those patterns and used those principles to deduce other
pauerns, some known and some unknown, of behavior fee planetary systems.
What is new is a millionfold expansion in the number of patterns investigated by
mathematicians brought about through the use a computers. The new defmition
I) subsumes and unites many aspects of statistkal sciences, core (pure) mathe-
matics, and applied mathematics, 2) acknowledges the dependency of
mathematics on the data bases ti scifnce and engineering, and 3) delineates a
leadership role of mathematics in the evolution of science and engineering. The
symbiosis of mathematics, science and engineering becomes increasingly ap-
parent. The computer-anisted tonompli) (CAT) scanner is just one technological
product derived through this synergism.

Applications based upon comparisons of fit of patterns with observa-
tions of natural chenomena are now central to many scientific investigations and
technological developments. Dramatic uses of concepts hum pure mathematics in
unexpected applications are occurring with increasing frequency. Even so, the
symbiosis of mathematics, science and engineering is not necessarily effectively
exploited. Many scientists and engineers have not explored mathematics beyond
the calculus, analysis and differential equations taught to them as students and, in
many institutions, modernization of curriculum has been repressed by inertia and
accreditation systems.

Evidence mounts that undergraduate education in wience, mathematics,
and engineering is not fulfilling its missions. A high poportion of freshmen who
enter college planning to major in these fields either change their minds during
entry-level courses, driv out later, or reluctantly complete their programs rather
than "waste" the investments of time, energy and money already mak. Mar than
fifty percent of freshmen intruding to major in science, mathematics, or engineer-
ing fail to complete bachelor's degree programs in these fields, to say nothing of
the many future teachers, communicators, managets, lawyers, political activists,
public officials, and socially concerned chin= who are rendered permanendy al-
letgic to these fields by unfortunate experiences in introductory courses. Too
many entry-level courses, whetha geared to majors or to students satisfying
general education requirements, fail to stimulate and involve studentsmuch less
educate them. Students complain that the courses are largely inelevant to their
lives and that the effmt required far exceeds the benefit reaped.

In accord with these findings, the National Advisory Group identified
the crisis as applying equally to entry-level comes for science, mathematics, and
engineering majors and for students majoring in other fields.

In searching fer the roots of the crisis in undergraduate education, mem-
beis of the National Advisory Group hit repeatedly upon the theme of
accessibility for students: access to instruction that generates enthusiasm arxi
fosters long-term learning; access to a cimiculum that is relevant, flexible and
within their capabilitim access to a human environment that is intellectually
stimulating and emotionally supportive; and access to a physical environment that
suppons the other three dimensions. These crucial components are stmngly inter-
related; weakness in any one diminishes the quality of imdergraduate education.
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PromoCmg these aspects of accessibility requires an appreciation of the
intellectual readiness and psychological needs of the studentsit calls for unckr-
graduate educators to evolve approaches that enable and encourage students to
progress from where they are to deiirable levels of intellectual competence and
maturation. College facuhy may echo the sentiments of the Vermin farmer who
advised the traveler "If I wanted to get to where you're going, I wouldn't man
from here." Yet, as much as adjusting entry-level courses to the students' level of
knowledge may be contrary to the faculties' beliefs about what constitutes col-
lege-level work, to do otherwise is to abandon many potential majors as well as
other students who take such courses for general education purposes to lifelong
ignorance of the beauty and capabilities of science, mathematics and engineering.
The necessity to adapt entry-level courses to the pre-college preparations of stu-
dents is to recognize the fact that, in many cases, such preparation is deficient
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Appendix 3
Abstracts Of Papers Presented At The Workshop

HIGHER ORDER THINKING IN MATHEMATICS
AND OTHER DISCIPLINES

Alen H. Schoenfeld
Universny Cahfornia

Berkeley, CA 94720

This presentation has dm main goals:

1. To outline a theoretical view of what it means to "think mathematically" (and by
implication, what it would mean to think like a physicist, or a chemist, or a
biologist.);

2. To discuss aspects of my courses in mathematical ixoblem-solving, which focus
on the development of specific higher order skills;

3. To suggmt ways in which aspects of those courses might appropriately be
modified to become components of mainstream entry-level college courses in
mathematics and science.

1. On Thinking Mathematically (or thinking in any problem-solving domain)

There is, by now, a well-established theoretical frame for the charxterization of intel-
lectual competencies in problem-solving domains (See Collins, Brown and Newman, 1989;
Schoenfeld, 1985, in press). With minor variations, authors put forth four or five aspects of in-
tellectual competency

A. kesources, or domain knowledge

B. Problem-solving strategies (heuristics)

C. Executive control, or self-regulation

D. Belief systems

E. Practices.

A. Resources include facts and proceduresthe "basics" of the subject mailer.
Studies into resources include the organization of knowledge in memory, and how information
is accessed for use. The one-line summary of recent research findings: even these "basics" are
much more complex than one would tend to think, and the simple modeLs of learning that un-
tkrlie much of our current teaching practices are too simple (with sometimes harmful
consequences). Such isms are domain-geneml, applying to kaming in all domains.

B. Strategies. Examples of problem-solving strategies in mattrmatics are exploiting
symmetry, considering simpler or analogous problems, looking for partkular kinds of patterns.
The general nature of such productive strategies has been known for a half-century, since
Polya's (1945) How so Solve h. Advances over the past two decades provide the metlxrdologies
that enable us to delineate and teach such suutegies, with success. Strategies tend to be domain-
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specific. That is, the strategies (a) need to be worked out and taught in fine detail, and (b) differ
from discipline to discipline, so that the task of elaborating such strategies in domains other than
mathematics is largely tmdone.

C. Control. The one-line summary here is: "It's not just what you know, it's how and
when you use it (or fail to)." There is a law body of data indicating that much expert problem-
solving success comes from the efficient and resourceful use of the knowledge in categories A
and B; moreover, that much student failure COMO not simply from lack of knowledge, but from
ineffective or inefficient use of the Imowledge they do have. This issue is, for the most part,
domain-general.

D. Beliefs. One's set of understandings about a domain (roughly speaking, OPe's
epistemological stance) influences the way he or she Was within it. lf a student thinks physics
is simply the application of formulas "handed down" from expens, for example, then the stu-
dent won't seek to understand the formulas or find coherence in the symbolic representations of
the physical world. In mathematics (and other disciplines, I suspect). the vast number of stu-
dents who, on the basis of their experience, have come to believe that "all problems can be
solved in five minutes or less" will simply stop working on problems that require substantially
longer investments of time and energy.

E. Practices. To (rime from Lauren Resnick (1989, p. 58), "Becoming a good math-
ematical problem-solver--becoming a good thinker in any domainmay be as much a matter
of acquiring the habits and dispositions of interpretation and sense-making as of acquiring any
particular set of skills, strategies, or knowledge. If this is so, we may do well to conceive of
mathematics education less as an instructional pmcess (in the traditional sense of teaching
specific, well-ckfined skills or items of knowledge), that, as a socialization process." Such a
reconceptualization suggests sane radical shifts in our instructirmal practices.

2 & My Problem-Solving Courses, and Implications for Instruction in Entry-Level Under-
graduate Courses

My problem-solving courses have evolved, over the past fifteen years, to the point
where they devote serious attention to all five of the aspects of mathematical thinking discussed
in (1). The MEN; are offered at the lower division level, in order to provide (a) a dose of
mathematical thinkingthe only one they will getfor those who will not go on in mathe-
matics, and therefore do not need the (oftimes sterile) techniques taught in the calculus
sequence, and (b) a similar dose for those who may go on to be mathematics majors, because
they often have to wait Mil their junior years befare having the opportunity to engage seriously
with mathematics.

Domain knowledge is considered in the Following way: I choose problems for the
course whose solutions involve important mathematical irkas or introduce important topics, or
whose solutions illustrate impcoant mathematical thought processes. Problem-solving
strategies arc explicitly mentioned and modeled; we take the time to work through problems,
rather than working exercises following the demonstration of specific techniques. Since much
problem-solving is done in small groups during class time, there is time for "coaching" related
to matters of control, as well as discussions of the issue and modeling of appmpriate control be-
haviors. Beliefs and practices are dealt with the same way: There is an explicit attempt to
construct an environmem in which the students are doing mathematics, and which supports the
development of the appreiniate mathematical perspectives in students. For example, to =that
the belief "all problems can be s:Aved in five minutes or less," students are explicitly told that
some problems will take days or weeks to solve; problems are worked in clan ihat take us days
or weeks; and take-home examinations contain such problems. Other, more subtle beliefs, e.g.,
regarding the nature of mathematical proof, arc dealt with by community exchange: "When do
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we believe a result someone proposes, and on what grounds?" is an explkit focus of course dis-
cussion. Thew is substantial documentation (Schoenfeld, 1985) that the courses are successful.

In ow sense my courses, although at the enuy level, are quiw demanding and intellec-
tually advanced. Students in one version of the course produced a publishable mult; in another,
they produced a number of minor results that were new to me. Yet, in a fundamental sense, my
pcoblem-solving courses are medial. That is, if all mathematics courses were properly taught,
there would be no need for courses like mine. I focus on suategia control, beliefs and prac-
tices because no other courses do; in K-12, and in their other mathematics canes, my students'
teachers have been so busy cramming subject mattes' down their throw that the result has been
the exclusion of any pcsailities for real thinking. Nothing done in my problem-solving cour-
ses is necessarily constrained to such courses; one might redesign almost all of mathematics
instruction, particularly at the entry level, to allow students to grapple with the subject matter in
serious ways, and to develop the thinking skills discussed above. And, of course, I assume there
is nothing special about mathematics in that regard: As far as I can tell, there are parallel issues
in all of the sciences.
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STUDENT LEARNING AND REASONING: IS IT UNDERSTANDABLE?

Jack Lochhead
Scientific Reasoning Research Institute

University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003

...university teachers do not have to demonstrate pnfessional competence in educationated
amateurism is fully acceptable.

Herbert A. Simon (1986) p. 110

ft may be fortunate that university faculty have tended to be :maims in the craft of
teaching. During the past one hundred years most educatkmal experts have held to a
psychological perwective, behaviorism, that, whatever its merits, has liule useful to say about
university level teaching, and in fact often suggests actions that could be lenimental to the
gcals of higher learning. But in the last five years the picture has changed dnistically. As
Lauren Resnick preckted in 1983 "... a new consensus on the nature of learning has begun to
emme...tthatj has a direct bearing on how science and mathematics can be taught most effec-
tively."

This pew view of learning does not refute behaviorism but rather places limits on its
range of appropriate application. We now know that the key processes in cognition and learn-
ing are more complicated than those that had been imagined previously. The essential new
element is the idea that each of us constructs his or kr own knowledge. We do this from our
experience, including activities such as listening, reading and observing. But we also constnict
our knowledge of our experiences and thus expenence itself must be shaped by what we al-
ready know or believe. New knowledge and new knowledge structures can be built only out of
pieces of existing knowledge and organizational structures that we already possess. Thus our
methods of observation and the reasoning we employ to proem those observations are crucially
influenced by what we already know or believe.

In many ways this constnictivist perspective is as old as human histoy (von
Glasersfeld, 1989). But its careful applicatkin to psychology and learning theory can be traced
to Piaget. Furthermore, it is only in the past five years that it has had major influence on
American psychology and education. Constnicfivism is inherent in modem physics, but its ap-
plication to "ordinary objects" is not immediately obvious. In physics we miasmal that the
most we can learn about quarks and electrons is whether a particular model that we have con-
structed accurately predicts behavior. The success of the deBroglie wave model does not imply
that the electron is a wave, only that a wave motkl can make cenain useful predictions about
electrons. Nor is it possible to &swim that, because we sometimes can measure the position of
an electron, it is always localized in space. The objects of modem physics can never be seen or
directly experienced. But what about objects that we do see (touch, smell, hear, imagine or
dream), such as those used in a lecture demonstration? We know these objectE through the
nerve impulses generated in our optic fibers and interpreted by the many layers of our visual
processing system. Is this experience significantly mole direct than that we have of quarks?
The constructivist position is thu it is not. Knowledge is seen as being composed of models,
models that each individual must construct in his or her own mind out of the currently available
building blocks.

Constnictivism is not solipsism. It makes no argument against reality; nor does it
claim that each of us is trapped in an idiosyncratic work! Knowledge may be individually con-
strwted, but this is done through a socially mediated process. Our amstructions are influenced
by the way in which other people react to them. These social influences can be complex and
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subtle, but in some cases their impact is clear. Eveiy scientist at some time has changed his or
her beliefs about some element of science, not through a direct stalysis of the data or an under-
standing ci the tuguments, but nailer because the idea had become socially acceptabk. Recent
examples include: the existence a black Wes, cominental drill, mom tempera= supeircm-
duction, cold fusion and the meteoric extinction of dinosaurs. It is the social mediation of
scientific review and wide-scale scientific acceptance that gives the models of science their
power and mbusmess. It also can make scientifx progras slow and awkward.

One implication for educatim is that we ought to present science to students as a
process of finding tentative explanatices, all of which must undago continual review and
modification. The facts of science ale AscAute only in the sense that they constitute the com-
mon language which must be mastered in order to jlin the social communkation cunently in
progress. While this is the manna in which most serious scientists view their work, it tends not
to be expiessed in teaching, at least not in a forceful enough manner to overcome the positivist
perspective on science perpetuated in popular culture, the media and advenising. There are two
practical benefits to placing a greater stress on this view of the scientific enterprin. First it is
consistent with the roamer in which we now believe knowkdge is acquired, thus it e.Iwurages
students to WM efficiently. Swami that is along evidence that it will make science atuactive
to many more top quality students (lbbias, 1990 and Light 1990).

The primary implication of constructivism for teaching is that we can never be quite
sure how students will interpret what we tell or show them. The old theory of knowledge has
been called a copy theory. Students were like photocopiers or tape recordas faithfully
repoducing what we gave them. But knowledge is not famed by copying, yid its acquisition
cannot be demmutrated merely through faithful reproduction. A more accurate model would be
something like a language translating facsimile mail system in which pages entered in English
would be primed in French. In an ordinary fax system the message is sent out over a noisy
telephone line. It is necessary to check each symbol that has been transmiued by having it
reflected back from the receiver. This process is similar to that employed in cultures where stu-
dents chant back words seconds after the taicher utters them. This insures that the correct
words wen received, but it does not establish how they were interplay" If somewhere along
the line the message is translated into another language, checking becomes very difficult

Until about ten years ago it seemed reasonable to aastune that if college students were
hearing the right words they would also be getting the right message. This has proven not to be
a safe assumption. Experiments with college level physics students (Clement, 1982 and Mc-
Closkey, 1983) showed that students can have the right words mid even the right answers but
nevertheless harbor the wrong ideas Students who can successfully calculate the trajectory of a
stone believe it is continualy propelled by the sort of impetus force physics discatded several
hundred years ago. Similar phenomena have been observed in mathematics (Clement, Loch-
head, Mcmk, 1981) where calculus students who can easily differentiate complex polynomials
nevertheless believe that the equation A 7S implies that the S values are larger than the cor-
responding A values.

Students make unexpected interpretations not only of scientific facts and observations
but also of the basic reasoning processes employed in science and mathematics. Analytical
reasoning is a set of complex processex and knowledge of these processes must be constucted
by each individual kama. Some variations in how students define the rules must be expected,
panicularly since the rules and techniques themselves am rarely the subject of direct instruction.
Them are in fact a wide range of expert styles (Gardner, 1983) and we should expect no less
from ow students.

Constnictivism is not an ideological position that claims students ought to learn
through discovery. The construction of knuwledge happens whether or not we would like it to.
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There is no message in constructivist theory that states how education should be conducted,
only a warning about the complexity a the prows.

In science it is essential to question every observation and to examine every assump-
tion. Constructivism suggests that we must view student knowkdge in the swim fight. We mug
maintain a constant skepticism about the effect our instructional procedures are having. Our
task is difficult. On the one hand we must recognize that each gudent will be building a unique
set of models awl that it is not reasonable or possible to insist that these models match (air own.
On the other hand it is essential to demand appopriate performance from studait models. If
students weir able to test and refine models entirely csi their own there would be no need for an
educaticai system.

Formal education would be impossible if every student genenued a completely unique
set of perspectives. The problem of tracking the manna in which each individual student
received every message would be unsolvable. Fortunately research has shown that the large
majority of students interpret events in a fairly small number of different ways. Once these op-
tions are known it is possible to design instruction that takes these possibilities into account.
Examples of how this can be done we found in the wok of Hestenes (1987) and Clement
(1987).

But it is not possible or desirable to have faculty guide students through the construc-
tion of every important concept. Students must learn to do that for themselves. Here it is
essential to remember that the goal of science is not to generate individually satisfying,
idiosynciatic explanations, but rather communicable models which can be employed in the so-
cial discourse of science. lb sharpen the skills needed for that enterprise students must work
collaboratively in groups on tasks that ask them to devise a consensus explanationor descrip-
tion. Productive group work is not something that is wisely left to chance. Several useful
techniques have been devised for strumming effective collaboration (Lochhead, 1985; Brown
and Palincsar, 1989). For a group exercise to be cognitively constructive it must include con-
fusion and conflict. These are not nccmal aspirations of edwation, and students may fail to
perceive the benefits if they are not properly prepared to engage in such intellectual gruggle.

One commonly expreged concern is that during group work students may reinforce
any incorrett ideas they happen to share. This can happen, but what is far more likely is that the
group will go well beyond the limits of each individual's knowledp, generating useful new in-
sights into the phenomenon wider consideration (Lochhead, 1979). Science has progressed in
precisely this manner and there is no reason to issume students must operate differently. Fur-
thermore research has shown repeatedly that the explanations given by faculty we often
misunderstood and offer little or no protection against the proragation of divagent ideas (The
College Board, 1990). The process of constructing a consensus turns out to be by far the most
powerful method for conveying the scientific message (Damon, 1984).

During the past twenty years a new picture of the learning process has been con-
structed and in certain specific content areas researchers have formulated fairly detailed
descriptions of the ways in which concepts may be formed. At the same time new instructional
approaches have been designed, many of which involve group work. Nevertheless, despite
years of research, teaching and learning remain crafts that are more similar to art than techirol-
ogy. Yet the time may be near when gifted amateurism will no longer satisfisel the demands of
teaching.

The term "satisfise" was coined by Herben Simon to describe a search for adequate rather than optimal
solutions. A brief description of the implications of Simon's theory is given in: The 1978 Nobel Prize in
Economics. Science, 202, p. 858-861.
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USING NEW PEDAGOGY AND TECHNOLOGY TO TEACH
EXPERIENCE BASED ENTRY-LEVEL SCIENCE

Priscilla Laws
Dickinson College
Carlisle, PA 17013

At Dickinson College we have been attempting to draw upon our experiences and the
insighs of others to analyze the problems associated with the teaching of introductory science
courses, to set new goals for the introductory physics pmgram, and to azhieve these goals by
changing the way we teach.'

The goals for the Workshop Physics courses include:

(I) Acquisition of physics concepts and skills sufficient to prepare students to engage
successfully in further study in physics, engineering and other allied sciences. The
skills include those already emphasized in traditional introducany physics courses.

(2) Improvement of scientific literacy as defined by Arnold Arm? Such literacy in-
cludes an understanding that scientific concepts are human creations, a comiwehension
of the distinction between observation and inference, and the development of enough
knowledge in physics to allow intelligent study and observation to lead to formal learn-
ing without fmmal instruction.

(3) Exposure to contemporary research tools such as computers and other apparatus
appropiate to the areas of study encountered by students.

(4) Motivation of students to learn more science either formally or informally.

We have transformed our introductory physics program from a lecture setting to a
workshop environment Instead of a weekly schedule of three lectures augmented by a three-
hour laboratory session, students meet three times a week for two-hour sessions. The Workshop
Physics clamoom is outfitted with physics apparatus, 12 microcomputers, and work space to ac-
commodate up to 24 students. Formal lectures are replaced by a series of activities and class
discussions. In this envinnunent students obtain direct experience with physical phenomena,
engage in active collaboration with their peers, and use microcomputer hardware and software to
help them organize and express their experiences in abstract mathematical terms and in words.

There are three critkal differences between Workshop Physics courses and those taught
in a traditional manner. First, we are using experiential lemning sequences like those described
in David Kolb's book, Experiential Learning3 and the book by Osborne and Freyberg, Learning
in Science.4 The learning sequence includes predktion, observation, constrwion of formal
theory, and finally, application of formal theories to new phenomena Second, we have benefited
from the insights of Uri Triesman and his colleagues at University of California, Berkeley, who
have explored the power of peer learning in helping tmderprepared students succeed in their
mathematics studies. Third, we have used microcomputers to accekrate the rate at which stu-
dents can acquire data and ckvelop mathematical descriptions of mal phenomena. Computer use
centers around the use of both generic software including standard spreadsheet and graphing
routines for data handling and display, and the use of drawing and word processing software for
thc preparation of formal laboratory repons. We have worked with Tufts University to develop
specifications for an electrosiic device known as the Universal Laboratory Interface (UL1) that is
capable of transforming the microcomputer into a data acquisition system. Software has been
written at Dickinson and Tufts to allow the use of the ULI with a collection of sensors on the
Macintosh computer.
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Since the fall of 19136 over 200 students have worked under the guidance of six instruc-
tors to complete Workshop Physics courses, Although the assessment of the ixogram is not yet
complete, we have shown demonsuable gains in several maw

(I) Student attitudes toward the study ci physics have improved dramatically,

(2) A greater percentage of students have mastered concepts coasidered difficult It)
teach because they involve classic misconceptions.

(3) Student performance in upper-level physics courses and in solving traditional
textbook problems is as good as or better than that of students taking our traditional ICC-
UM courses.

(4) We know by observaficm that students who complete Workshop Physics are consid-
erably more comfortable working in a laboratory setting and working with computers.

(5) These is preliminary evidence that students are acquiring an expanded vision of the
observational basis of physics and the connections between comepts.

In addition to the demonstrable gains, we have encountered two significant problems.
Although our surveys indicate that the average number of hours spent out of class on the course
is typical to th reported by physics students at other institutions, a number of students feel that
tne course is complex and demands too much time. A small percentage of students thoroughly
dislike the active approach and would prefer a return to lectures.

We feel that the Workshop Physics concept should be improved and extenikA both to
other institutions and to other disciplines. Ronald Thornton at Tufts University and Priscilla
Laws at Dickinson College art collaborating to extend the capabilities of the micmcomputer-
based laboratory (MBL) hardware and software. We have been joined by a Dickinson
Colleague, Robert Boyle, to work with consultants Arnold Arons from the University of
Washington and Edwin Taylor from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to revise the ac-
tivities for the calculus-based course so that the sequence of material is more logical, develops a
more compelling "story line," and better prepares students for the subsequent study of contem-

porary Physics-

Under the auspices of a new grant from F1PSE, colleagews at Dickinson College and
Tufu University are working actively with counterparts at the University of Oregon, Boise State
University, Ohio State, and Rutgers University to extend the workshop concept to physics cour-
ses at larger universities. We are collaborating with mathematicians at Dickinson and elsewhere
to develop a sequence of introductory Workshop Mathematics courses. The Dickinson College
Biology Department is experimenting with the use of the MBL to do real time experiments in
human physiology in the introductory biology courses. Finally, two summer seminars weir held
at Dickinson College during the summer of 1990 for college teachers, using funds from NSF and
FIPSE.

Our cmterprise has been an exhilarating one, for it represents blending of time-
honored ideas about learning with new laboratory tools and education-, technology. it is
consonant with the early twentieth century educational philosophies of William James, John
Dewey, and Alfred North Whitehead. Its philosophy is epitomized by a quote from Aristotle that
is ovel* 2000 years old: "What we have to learn ID do, we learn by doing" and by a modern
proverb which serves as our course motto:

I hear, I fowl.
I see, I remember.
I do, I understand.
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The Workshop Physics environment has given students unprecedented power to ex-
amine their "commixt sense" understandings of science and connect those understandings in a
more formal, mathematical framework.
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INTEGRATED, FIRST-YEAR CURRICULUM IN SCIENCE, MGINEERING, AND
MATHEMATICS

Jeffrey E. Froyd and Brian J. Winkel
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology

lerre Haute, IN 47803

In November of 1986, a group of faculty at the Rose-Hulman Institute of Technol-
ogy conceived the idea of an integrated curriculum for first-year students that would be
designed with two objectives. First, thematic conceits, concepts that span two or MOM
scientific disciplines, would be stressed instead of individual topics. Second, emphasis
would bc shifted from numeric and symbolic manipulation to problem formulation, pmblem-
solving strategies, and solution interpretatiest. A preliminary syllabus has been developed for
the entire first year, NeXT workstations and physics laboratory stations have been inuchased,
and activities are now being finalized for the sixty (60) students who will begin the new cur-
riculum in Auguat 1990.

1.0 PRESENT CURRICULUM

In general, the present, first-year curriculum in science, engineering, and mathe-
matics at Rase-Hulman Institute of Technology consists of the following courses:

Calculus I, II, and III (15 credits)

Mechanics or Engineering Statics (4 credits)

Electricity and Magnetism (4 credits)

General Chemistry 1, II (8 credits)

Graphical Communication (2 credits)

Introduction to Design (2 credits)

Computer Programming 1 (2 credits).

Together, these courses represent 37 credits. In addition to these courses, students
take courses in military science, literature and writing, and electives in humanities and social
science.

1.1 Overemphasis on Manipulation

Conversations among the faculty revealed two widely-perceived weaknesses in the
current curriculum. First, there is too much emphasis on numeric and symbolic manipula-
tion, especially the latter. Methods of integration can focus on finding closed-form
anti-derivatives for varieties of integrals without developing intuition about the concept of
integration. Physics and chemistry cow .es often allow success with the following problem-
solving strategy: Find the formula which contains the symbols which match the values given
in the problem statement. Students write pages of algebraic manipulation without discerning
the nature of the problem or developing an estimate of the solution that is required, or inter-
preting the result which is obtained. From their perspective, courses require that they
memorize many collections of special techniques whose intellectual and scientific content
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remains obscure. Overemphasison manipulative skills suppress's student curiosity and fails
to develop required problem fonnulation and solution interpretation skins.

Emphasis on manipulative skills at the expense of concepts and problem-solving
strategies would be forgivable if technologj to perform the manipulative tasks were not
available. However, the technology is available, and curricula must address the issues of
content, problem formulatirm, and solution interpretation.

1.2 Compartmentalization

The present curriculum presents students with discipline-oriented "containers of
knowledge" called "courses." Each course focuses on topics, techniques, and applications
which arise in the disciplik. Integrating concepts is left entirely to students who arc never
given formal instruction on how to recognize and awly relationships across the boundaries
of different disciplines. Students learn each new topic presented in each different course
without developing a framework in which these topics may be integrated to create broad,
thematic concepts which are more powerful and more generally applicable. Failure to recog-
nize relationships and to integrate topics produces less efficient instruction and less effective
problem-solvers at a time when our curriculum is experiencing enormous pressure to add
more material.

Now that the poblems have been targeted, solutions are required.

2.0 PROPOSAL FOR AN INTEGRATED. FIRST-YEAR CURRICULUM

2.1 Stmcture

Design of the new curriculum followorl four guiding principles:

Interdisciplinary

Efficient

modern technology

designed, cokrent redundancy to reinforce and relate concepts common
to a number of disciplines

Adaptable identify, codify, and introduce fundamentals as science and tedinol-
ogy advance

Visibly relevant and interesting

The resulting structure is a three-course sequence (quarter system). Each course is
twelve credits.

2.2 Concepts

One of the greatest challenges for science, engineering, and mathematics education
posed by exponential knowledge growth and rapidly advancing technology is to identify a
small number of broad, powerful concepts which must be communicated to students. At the
risk of adopting an overused word, these concepts are the fundamentals. Today, there are no
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fundamentals. Or rather, each person has his or her own set of fundamemals and the inter-
section of the sets of seven or more people is newly empty. Educators must identify
fundamentals and select topics to reinforce these fundamentals instead of arbitrarily deciding
which topics will be taught and which topics will not be wesented.

To counter comparunentaliration, a small number of concepts were identified as the
focal points in the curriculum. These concepts were organized into three categories:

I. Basic Building Blocks

2. Thematic Concepts

3. Problem-Solving Strategies.

2.2.1 Basic Building Bloch

Basic building blocks are me concepts upon which science, mathematics, and en-
gineering are based. These must be communicated early and reinforced throughout the
curriculum. Four basic building blocks have been identified:

1. Fumtion

2. Vector

3. Three-Dimensional Visualization

4. Physical Abstracticm.

The first three are self-explanatory. The fourth requires some explanation. Physical
abstractions are quantities which scientists invent to describe and explain observed behavior.
They include length, mass, temperature, energy, entropy, etc. Students need to realize that
physical abstractions are not concrete; instead, they have been male up and arc used simply
because of past success in describing behavior in the physical world around us. Also, stu-
dents must learn and use the units associated with the physical abstractions.

2.2.2 The Thematic Concepts

Thematic concepts are links which span two or more different disciplines. Three
have been identified.

1. Rate

The Me at which a quantity is changing, both average and instantaneous, is im-
portant. The concept of raw appears in reaction kinetics, velocity, acceleration.
the derivative, and in Newton's Second Law where force is set equal to the rate at
which linear momentum is changing. alPv

2. Accumulation

Accumulation is the notion that the value of a quantity can be calculated by %mi-
ming individual conwibutions. Further, the accuracy of the value can be increased
by summing a greater nwnber of wnaller pieces. Areas tmder curves are calcu-
lated by summing areas of rectangles or trapezoids. Total mass, center of mass,
and moment of inertia are calculated by summing conuibutions of infinitesimal
pieces el mass. Work is calculated by summing individual pieces of work, and, in
the limit, work is calculated by using a line integral. In the limit, rate and w-
cumulation are related by the fundamental theorem of calculus.
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3. Conservation

Observations of physical phenomena indicate that there am physical abstractions
whose total amount in the universe remains constant with respect to time. Such
physical abstractions are said to be conserved. Often, realization that them is a
quantity which is conserved generates a new physical absuaction. If an abstrac-
tion is conserved, and if in your system the quantity of the abstmction is either
increasing or decreasing, then the quantity of the abstraction in the environment
must be decreasing or increasing. Conservation laws are invaluable in formulat-
ing proNem statements which can be solved. Quantities which am conserved are:

Amount of elements (in the absence of nuclear reactions)In a chemical reaction,
the amount of hydrogen is constant.

Linear momentumTwo systems exchange linear momentum through an abstrac-
tion called force.

Angular momentumTwo systems exchange angular mcanentum through an
abstraction called torque.

Charge

Mass

ac_q;

(EntropyEven though the total amount of entropy in the universe is not congant,
it is non-decreasing. Therefore, it is worthwhile to list this physical abstraction.)

2.2.3 Pmblem Solving Strategies

Problem-solving strategies are what we use when we do not see how to solvc the
problem. Strategies can be as simple as "draw a picture of your problem" or "consider the
units in the problem." They may be more complex: "first, identify the goal; second, decide
how you plan to reach the goal; and third, implement your plan." First-year mathematics,
science, and engineering students have very few pmblem-solving strategies because they
have worked through very few problems in which the solutiot was not immediately apparent
to them. They are ill-equipped to attack multi-step word problems in physics, chemistry, and
calculus, not because of their failure to grasp the concepts involved, but because they do not
immediately sec huw to solve the problem and therefore, they become convinced that they
do not understand the material.

In the new curriculum, teachers will present and model problem-solving strategies
for the students. Students will be required to elucidate their problem-solving strategy when
they submit their problem solutions.

3.0 IMPLEMENTATION

The new curriculum will be offered for the first time to sixty (60) students during
the 1990-91 academic year. Panicipants will be selected from students who have volun-
teered to become a part of the new curriculum. 'Ib dak, over two hundred students from an
incoming first-year class of approximately 360 students have indicated they want to par-
ticipate in the integrated curriculum. Participants will be set:vied by 15 July 1990.
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To shift emphasis from numeric and symbolic manipulations to problem formula-
tion and solutiOn interpretation, The Rose-Hulman Institute has purchased seventy (70)
NeXT workstations and equipped them with WingZ (a spreadsheet), and Frame Maker (a
document prepare:ion system). Also, each NeXT comes bundled with Maraematica, Inter-
face Builckr (a graphical tool for user interface mid softwarz develop:nen°, and Objective-C
programming environment (compiler, editor, and tiebuggzr), Digital Librarian, Webster's
Dictionary, and Write Now (an amy-to-use word processor). Also, the Institute has purchased
sixteen (16) physics laboratory stations with an air tabte, sonic ranger, rotational table, and a
Zenith 286-LP computer to support data acquisition and analysis.

In the 1991-92 academic year, the integrated curriculum will be taught with 120 stu-
dents. On the basis of the two years' experience, the Institute will decide to expand the
curriculum to the entire first-year class, offer the curriculum to a pation of the first-year
class, or discontinue the integrated curricultun.

4.0 ACKNONN LEDGMENTS

Six faculty prepared the preliminary syllabus for the integrated, first-year cur-
riculum in the summer of 1988. Their work was supported by The Lilly Endowment, Inc.,
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Appendix 4
A General Education Program Built Around
The Concept Of Evolution

In the publication, The Natural Sciences Sequence at the University of Chicago,
Michael LaBarbera, Associate Professor. Department of Organismal Biokkgy and Anatomy.
delineates a successful six-quarter sequence built wound the concept of evolution in the natural
world. Excerpts from his introduction to the 86-page publication and the catalog statement ef
the sequence are given below.

The students are drawn exclusively from disciplines outside the natural sciences; self-
reporting documents that a plwality enter these sequences indiffaent or actively hostile to the
study of the natural sciences. Student evaluations of the "evolution" sequence indicate that the
students leave the seqtaInce with an appreciation of the relevance of the natural sciences to their
personal lives and to public policy questions, students commonly indicate that, although they
have no interest in pursuing careers in the natural sciences, they can appreciate why others
might find such study engaging.

The lecturers in the "evolutirm" sequence meet twice a year (early in the fall and late
in the spring quarters) to discuss their experiences in the past year and their plans for the up-
coming year changes in course content and emckasis are extenvely discussed. The
"evolution" sequence exercises are largely custmn-designed for an audience of non-scientists.
Altbfiugh the common wisdom among university faculty would have one believe that students,
especially non-scientists, dislike laboratory exercises, I believe that the large laboratory com-
ponent in the "evolution" sequerxe is vital in bringing home to the students the reality of the
topics discussed in lecture. These exercises have been crafted to avoid the "cookbook" nature of
many introductory laboratories; the intellectual challenge that they offer to tlx students more
than offsets the labor they involve.

We offer this example of how the natural sciences can be made acceasible to students
majoring in other disciplines, but do not wish to give the impressien that there is anything
"magic" about this particular sequence of courses or the topas involved. Although we believe
that the integration of this sequence accounts for much of its success, the particular theme we
have chosen could be replaced by any number of others (i.e., energy, order [entropy], "powers
of IQ", intimation). Regardless of the theme chosen or the content of each course, no such se-
quence is likely to be successful without a strong laboratory comp:mem, a major commitment
on the part of the faculty involved to maintain communication amimg themselves, and the ac-
tive support and encouragement of the institution's administration.

NatSci 101 - 106. Evolution of the Natural World.

This is an integrated six-quarter sequence which emphasizes the evolution of the
physical universe and of life on eanh, and that explaes the interrelationships between the two.
The courses must be taken in sequence, with the first year (101-103) a prerequisite for the
second (104-106). This sequence satisfies the Common Core requirements in the physical and
biological sciences for students in the humanities and social sciences. Registration is open only
to freshrmn, soplaimores, and first-year transfer students, with preference given to freshmen.
Prerequisites: Coopletion of pre-calculus mathematics or placement into a calculus course.
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NatSci 101. Evolution of the Universe.

The origin, evolution, and large-scale structure of the universe will be considered in
this course. The course will ermine models of the pm:sent universe as the result of physical
events that happened in the first minutes of the big bang. lbpics to be covered include curved
space and dx expansion of the universe, the early evolution of the universe from a primordial
soup of elementary particles through nucleosynthesis, and the subsemknt formation of galaxies
and surs. Laboratory.

NatSci 102. Evolution of the Solar System and the Earth.

This course will begin with an examination ei the physical and chemical origins of
planetary systems, the role of meteorite studies in this context, and a comparison of the earth
witt :,,-,Oboring planets. It will then turn to chemical and physical processes lealing to internal
dil t;utiation of the earth. Further topics to be considered include the thermal lxilance at the
earth's surface (glaciation and the greenhouse effect) and the role of liquid water in controlling
cmstal geology and evolution. Laboratory.

NatSci 103. Evolution: Chemical to Biochemical.

The course opens with a consideration of the organic molecules found in svace and
what is known about the prebiotic tenestrial environment. It continues with attention to the
kinds of molecules that are charactertstic of living systems and auempts to delineate the mini-
mum requirements for systems to be termed living. The course then traces the evidence for the
origin of the simplest living things via a chemical evolution from nonliving materials and cm-
siders evidence relating to the origins of higher levels of o.ganization and the formation of cell
organelles. Laboratory.

NatSci 104. Biological Evolution.

An introductka to evolutionary proceses and patterns in present-day organisms and
in the fossil record, and how they are shaped by biological and physical forces. Topics covered,
emphasizing evolutionary principks, include DNA and the genetic cock, the genetics of popula-
tions, the origin of species, evolution above the species level, and major events in the history of
life. such as the origin of complex cells, invasion of land, and mass extinctions. laboratory.

NatSci 105. The Design and Function of Organisms.

This course will focus on the consuaints that physics and chemistry impose on or-
ganisnal-level design in biology. General biological problems (e.g., movement, support,
internal communication) and their solutions will be explored, with examples drawn from both
botany and zoology; evolutionary implications will be emphasind. Laboratory.

NatSci 106. Organisms to EcosyAems.

This course will consider the mechanisms and proceses by which organisms interact
with their environments. It will also examine the organization and function of major categories
of terrestrial ecosystems imluding arctic and alpine tundras, hot and cold deserts, livens, wood-
lands, and grasslands. There will be an analysis of the impact of human activities on the global
ecosystan. Laboratory.
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Appendix 5
Participant Initiatives

TEAM-TAUGHT NEUROSCIENCE
L. Joseph Achor, Baylor University

At Baylor Univutsity Introduction to Neuroscience is an entry-level course team-
taught by five professors. In addition to addiessing gubject-specific aspects of this field, goals
for this course include enhancing scientific Literacy, facilitating understanding of the scientific
method and its applications, encouraging scientific skepticism and critical thinking, and
developing understanding and compassimi for people whose experiences and behavior arc dif-
ferent from our own. Each professor bings to the course his or her own expenise in one or
mom areas of neuroscience, and each teaches a three-week unit. Computer exercises simulating
important scientific pnxedures and observations facilitate teaming. lb enhance the flow of in-
foimation and to aid students in making the transition from one professor to another, insmxtors
provide lecture outlines and brief maes. This course meets one of the three laboratthy science
requirements for both science and non-science majors. Approximately 250 students enroll in
the course each year.

COMPUTER-MANAGED GENERAL BIOLOGY COURSES
Anne Donnelly, SUNY College of Agriculture & Technology

Students at SUNY College of Agriculture & Technology at Cobleskill may elect to
take general biology in a flexible, computer-managed format Two sequential courses integrate
lectures, printed study guides, audio and video tapes, lab exercises, and interactive computer
work to accommodate the needs, schedules, and leaning styles of a diverse population of stu-
dents. In these self-paced courses, students are responsible for attending scheduled labs and
lectures, and for using the computer to generate homework assignments. The computer
provides grades, correct answers, aml explanations, as well as optional remediation or enrich-
ment cm certain topics. Grading is done by mastery testing (computer generated from banks in
excess of 6,000 questions). Computer-managed learning has been used for these courses since
1975 and currently serves 300 students per semester. Software is discipline-independent and
versatile, being used in varied ways for entry-level courses in biology and chemistry, and soon
for mash, accounting, and the Skills Develivment Center.

STUDENT-ORIENTED COURSE IN CHEMISTRY
Anna J. Harrison & Edwin S. Weaver, Mount Holyoke College

A continuing effort to make chemistry more accessible to and rewarding for students
with limited backgrounds in mathematics and the sciences naturally gelainues a student oriented
course. Our intent is to help students develop interest in chemical phenomena and confidence
in their abilities to understand things chemical. The selection of chemical systems, concepts,
laboratory activitis, and problems is guided by our perception of their contribution to the
development of 1) an understanding of the mire of science and 2) a body of knowledge con-
ducive to lifetime learning through the mass media. The introduction of topics is guided by
perceptions of what these students can cope with next and how far they can go in processing in-
formation on first encounter. Depth and breadth of concept are pursued through repeated
encounters achieved by later orchestration with related topics. A text, Chemistry: A Search to
Understand, based upon our experience in working with these students was published by Har-
court Brace Jovanovich in 1989.
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AMERICAN SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND SOCIETY
Norriss S. Hetherington, University of California, Berkeley

Many students, particularly those who do not major in science, seem to view science
as a sct of facts to be memorized, not as a process of investigation. A course at the University of
Kansas effecuvely challenged this view. This otherwise standard lecture course actively in-
volved students via assignments designed to explore and test generalizations raised in readings
and lectures. For example, sualents tested the hypothesis that eady American science consisted
of observations without theoretical framework by each taking a series of early volumes of the
Philosophical Dansactions q. the Royal Society of London and characterizing reports by
American authors as either entirely anecdotal or theoretically based. Students left the coursr
with skills empowering them to formulate testable hypotheses, test the resulting hypotheses, or-
ganize their results, and unseat their conclusions. The hands-on experience of doing re.searth
can significantly raise the intellectual level, enthuassn, and enjoyment of a course.

HISTORY OF ASTRONOMY
Noniss S. Hetherington, University of California, Berkeley

Both science and the history of science are best viewed as activities, not as collections
of data. A major goal of this course at the University of Kansas was to have students read with
critical understanding actual scientific papers (in translation, when necessary) and to formulate
reasoned, organized essays based entirely on the primary source- A sample assignment follows:
Assess the relative importance of philosophical considerations and observatimal evidence in the
expanding model of the universe for Hubble in his paper "The Problem of the Expanding
Universe", American Scientist, 30, 1942, 99-115. Initially, virtually none of the students could
do the assignments. On the day each paper was turned in, assigned passages were gone over
word by word, sometimes several times, until students finally saw meanings they had been
struggling to grasp and to convey in their essays. Near the end of the course, however, attention
spans were longer, critical reading skills sharper, and intelligent, organized essays conveying
sophisticated understanding were being produced.

THE GRADING SYSTEM
Jay A. Johnson, University of Washington

The Center for Quantitative Science at the University of Washington offers a wide
range of applied mathematics courses for students in natural resources management. Decision
making in these fields relies cm quantitative analysis, tequiring mastery of fundamental mathe-
matics. Yet, students entering these fields are not generally fond of mathematics. To encourage
the development of mathematical skills in calculus and differential equatims courses, we
devised the following grading system: Each student earns three grades, for homework, mid-term
exam, and final exam. The final grade is based on the sum of 40% of the highest grade of the
three, 35% of the median grade, and 25% of the lowest As the three wades are percentages, the
weighted avemge is also a percentage. Numerical grades (4.0 system) are prorated, with 70% =
0.7 and 96% = 4.0. The operating principle is straight forward: Do the homework. Because
there are no surprises on the exams, mastering the homework insures good performance on
exams. Students are rewarded for what they do best.
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COMBINED COURSES IN CALCULUS, PHYSICS, AND WRITING
Edward A. Manin, Monroe Community College

Tight schedules and rigid course sequences characterize many engineering programs.
This is particularly so at two-year institutions, where students may be obliged to take ralculus
and physics comurrently. In these programs, concepts may be needed in physics before they
are covered in caleulus. This scheduling problem likely conuibutes to the difficulty that many
engineering students experience in envy-level physics courses. To address this problem, Mon-
roe Community College offers special combined sections of calculus and physics. For each of
the first two semesters, combined sections are team taught by professors of mathematics and
physics. The two professors remain in the class room at all times. Applicant= of calculus am
presentee as they am needed for physics theories behind these applicant= come later. Writ-
ing, in the form of a )3urnal, is used as a tool to encourage clear thinking and to develop
understanding.

INTER-D1SCIPLINARY COURSE IN QUANTITATIVE REASONING
David Peak & Michael Frame, Union College

Order and Chaos: Art and Magic is an Cntry-levci course in quantitative reasoning
taught by a physicist and a mathematician at Union College. Participants (typically upper-class
humanities and social scierwe majors) have no prior experience with calculus. This course em-
phasizes the power of mathematical modeling in trying to stwt out the complexities of the
physical, biological, and social worlds. It stresses thinking in pictures rather than relying on
classical analysis, and it uses the compelling imagery of frmtal geometry and nonlinear
dynamics as the primary vehicle for discussicai. Students Wile the computer as an essential
tool in aiding their understanding. Weekly laboratory sessions engage students in the process of
discovery and bring to life otherwise formal aspects of the course. A term project allows stu-
dents to exercise their creative energies; examples contributed so far include poetry, musical
compositions, paintings, analyses of geological structures, computer image constructions, and
investgations of the dynamics of arnts races.

MATHEMATICS WORKSHOPS
Carol Scheftic, Carnegie Mellon University

Establishing study groups to work together on assignments may contribute to the Ric-
cess of women and minority students. Calculus students at Carnegie Mellon University gained
experience in collaborative laming, Mowing a model developed by P. Uri Treisman at the
University of California, Berkeley: Some students were assigned to workshops, rather than to
normal recitations. Workshops met for twice as much time, were smaller, and worked on prob-
lem sets (alone or in small gmups). A graduate student arid an experienced undergraduate
mingled with groups, listened to their discussions, helped them Wet* important issues, and
asked leading questions. Workshops are not remedial: They strengthen the interest and under-
standing of students who would get average or above-average grades on their own. After one
semester, wtskshop students scored higher than a matched group assigned to recitations. All
students (including white males) benefited from workshops, but wericshops were more helpful
for black students and especially helpful for women.
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CASE STUDY PHYSICS
Alan Van Heuvelen, New Mexico State University

Overview, Case Study Physks, developed at New Mexico State University, provides a
flexible format to help students construct a knowledge hiezarchy on a foumbtion of conceptual
understanding. The program places equal emphasis on acquisition and construction of concep-
tual knowledge and on development of analytal techniques to use that knowledge to analyze
and solve problems in the real world. Students receive repeated exposure to concepts over an
extended period and in a variety of contexts. They are actively involved in their instruction and
are motivated by developing emderstanding and by appaying knowledge to interesting
phenomena Preliminary trials of this method have produced pins in qualitative understanding
and problem-solving ability, and in the number of students successfully completing their study.
These gains are achieved with easily adoptable materials, including a study guide, a set of prob-
lem sheets, and an instructor's guide, all of which suppkment any standard physics texi
(Sponsored by the Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secomlary Educatimi.)

CREATIVi MATHEMATICS
Alvin White, Harvey Mudd College

There is a discontinuity between the free, creative play of children and mature scien-
tists on the one hand, and the routine et leaming rules in the class mom on the other hand.
Mathematics students at Harvey Mudd College encounter several exercises designed to bridge
this gap. Classes are divided into teams of dare to five students. Each team is asked to invent
two problems related to the homework: one should be intereging. The other should be impos-
sible g.o solve. Each team then challenges the others to solve its problems. The class discusses
solutions, orif a problem is impossiblewhy it is so. Both team and class discussions give
insight into the nature of mathematics and the students' knowledge. Another invitation to crea-
tive thought is an assignment to perturb a formula or concept beyond the meaning that is
commonly encountered. (For example: Assign a meaning to n! when n is a fraction.) Students
find it imemsiing that most of their ouuageous proposals can be given meaning via more ad-
vanced mathematics, which this exercise encourages them to pursue.
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